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Abstract
Recommender systems (RS) have become increasingly popular in many web applications for eliminating online information overload and making personalized suggestions to users. In recent years, user personality has been recognized as valuable info to build more personalized recommender systems. However, the existing
personality-based recommender systems has mainly focused on revealing the impact
of personality on the user’s preference over a single item or an attribute, which
may ignore the impact of personality on users’ perceptions of recommender systems
when multiple recommendations are returned at the same time. In addition, they
have mostly relied on personality quiz to explicitly acquire users’ personality, which
unavoidably demands user efforts. From users’ perspective, they may be unwilling
to answer the quiz for the sake of saving efforts or protecting their privacy. The
application of existing personality-based recommender systems will thus be limited
in real life.
In this thesis, we aim at 1) incorporating personality into top-N (N > 1) recommendations, with emphases on personalizing recommendation diversity and improving the recommendation interface design, 2) deriving users’ personality from their
implicit behavior for augmenting the existing recommender systems.
Specifically, we first develop a generalized, dynamic diversity adjusting approach
based on user personality with the goal of achieving personalized diversity tailored to
individual users’ intrinsic needs. In particular, personality is integrated into a greedy
re-ranking process, by which we select the item that can best balance accuracy and
personalized diversity at each step, and then produce the final recommendation list.
ii

In this approach, personality is both used to estimate each user’s diversity preference
and to alleviate the cold-start problem of collaborative filtering recommendations. The experimental results demonstrate that our personalized diversity-oriented
approach significantly outperforms related methods (including both non-diversityoriented and diversity-oriented methods) in terms of both accuracy and diversity
metrics, especially in the cold-start setting.
In addition to the algorithm development, designing diversity-oriented interface
has been proven helpful to augment users’ perception of recommendation diversity.
However, little work has been done to identify the impact of users’ personality on
their preference for different types of recommendation interfaces (e.g., the diversityoriented interface and the non-diversity-oriented interface). In order to fill the gap,
we conduct a within-subject user study. We concretely compare a diversity-oriented
organization-based recommendation interface with the standard ranked list interface
covering three product domains with different investment levels and users’ purchase
experiences (i.e., mobile phone, hotel and movie). We find that users’ perceptions of different recommendation interface are influenced by the product types. More
notably, we identify the important role of users’ personality in influencing their preference for recommendation interfaces. For instance, introverted users tend to reuse
the organization-based interface in the future than the standard ranked list. The
results can hence be constructive for improving existing recommendation interface
design by considering users’ personality.
Although personality has been proven effective at enhancing the multiple recommendations, the effort of explicitly acquiring users’ personality traits via psychological questionnaire is unavoidably high, which may impede the application
of personality-based recommenders in real life. We hence propose a generalized
method to derive users’ personality from their implicit behavior and further improve
the existing recommender systems. A preliminary experiment has been conducted
in movie domain. More specifically, we first identify a set of behavioral features
through experimental validation, and develop inference model based on Gaussian
iii

Process to unify these features for determining users’ big-five personality traits. We
then test the model in a collaborative filtering based recommending framework on
two real-life movie datasets, which demonstrates that our implicit personality based
recommending algorithm significantly outperforms related methods in terms of both
rating prediction and ranking accuracy. The experimental results point out an effective solution to boost the applicability of personality-based recommender systems
in online environment.

Keywords: recommender systems, personality traits, diversity, interface design,
user study, implicit acquisition, collaborative filtering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents a general introduction to what the thesis is all about. We
first introduce the research background in Section 1.1. We then propose the specific
research problems of this thesis in Section 1.2, followed by our main contributions
in Section 1.3. We finally give the overview of this thesis in Section 1.4.

1.1

Research Background

The recommender system has become increasingly popular in online environments
over the last two decades. It is a software tool with the primary aim of eliminating
online information overload and assisting users in efficiently making decisions, such
as deciding what items to purchase, what movies to watch, or what music to listen
to [129]. In recent years, much work has been done on developing recommendation
approaches in both industry and academia. Among them, collaborative filtering
is one of the most common recommendation techniques, which recommends items
that may interest the target user considering her/his similar interests with other
like-minded people [133]. Content-based recommendation uses a different technique
to recommend items that are similar to the ones that the target user liked previously, where the item-item similarity is usually calculated according to the features
associated with the items [103]. Some hybrid recommender systems combining different techniques are also proposed to avoid the shortages of the collaborative and
1

content-based systems [20]. However, the majority of the recommendation techniques typically depend on ratings or item attributes to generate recommendations,
which may not be well applicable to new users who have few behavior records. Moreover, the results may not be tailored to a user’s needs that can be inherently caused
by some psychological characteristics, such as personality.
Indeed, personality refers to the enduring patterns of thought, feeling, motivation and behavior that are expressed in different circumstances [161]. A popularly
used personality model is the so-called Big-Five Factor model, which defines user
personality as five traits [51]: Openness to Experience (O), Conscientiousness (C),
Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism (N). Studies have shown that
personality not only affects users’ decision making process, but also correlates with
their attitudes, tastes, and behavior [5, 88]. Drawing on these inherent inter-related
patterns, personality has been increasingly incorporated into recommender systems
in recent years [114, 153, 154, 166]. It is reasonable to believe that personalitybased recommender systems can provide more personalized information or services,
because they can better understand users from the psychological perspective and
better explain why they prefer one option to the other. For instance, as people with
similar personality characteristics are more likely to have similar interests and preferences [114], personality has been adopted to enhance the nearest neighbor measure
in collaborative filtering (CF) based recommender systems [153, 154, 166]. Some
commercial web sites, such as Whattorent1 , have also considered the relationship
between personality and users’ preference for item attributes such as movie genre to
recommend items.
However, the existing personality-based recommender systems have mainly focused on revealing the impact of personality on the user’s preference over a single
item or an attribute (e.g., movie genre), which may ignore the impact of personality
on users’ perceptions of N (N > 1) recommendations. In addition, they have mostly
relied on personality quiz to explicitly acquire users’ personality, which unavoidably
1

http://whattorent.com

2

demands user efforts. From users’ perspective, they may be unwilling to answer the
quiz for the sake of saving efforts or protecting their privacy. The application of
existing personality-based recommender systems will thus be limited in real life.
In this thesis, we have mainly focused on incorporating personality into recommender systems when multiple recommendations are returned to the user at a time,
as well as deriving users’ personality from their implicit behavior for augmenting
the existing recommender systems.

1.2

Problem Definitions

The main research problems of this thesis are illustrated in Figure 1.1. To be specific,
we have addressed the following two concrete questions:
RQ1: How to improve the top-N recommendation based on users’ personality?
RQ2: How to accurately derive users’ personality from their behavior for augmenting recommender systems?
In the following sections, we will elaborate the details respectively.

1.2.1

How to Improve the Top-N Recommendation Based
on Users’ Personality?

As mentioned before, personality can affect users’ attitudes, tastes, and behavior
[5]. In the field of recommender system, Karumur et al. [92] found that personality
traits significantly correlate with newcomer retention, activity degree, and rating
patterns. For example, introverted (with low E ) or aggressive (with low A) users
are more likely to return to use the system compared to those who with high E
or high A. In addition, disorganized users (with low C ) behave more actively in a
system like MovieLens than self-organized users (with high C ). As for the rating
patterns, people with high O provide more positive ratings.
In the past few years, personality has been mainly incorporated into the process
of recommendation for alleviating the new user problem, which occurs when a new
3

Figure 1.1:

Our research problems.

user is added to the system and there is not enough information about the user’s
preferences in order to compute appropriate recommendations [101]. For instance,
personality has been utilized to enhance the nearest neighborhood measurement
in collaborative filtering recommender systems [153, 82]. Personality has also been
treated as additional users’ latent factors to improve the existing matrix factorization
model [53, 58]. In addition, preference-based recommender systems [81] have been
developed, which recommend items according to the relationship between users’
personality and their preference such as music genre.
However, it can be seen that personality has mainly been exploited to reveal
users’ preference for a single item (or the item’s attribute, such as music genre), but
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not their preference within multiple recommendations. Indeed, in many practical
applications, users are more likely to receive a set of recommendations rather than
a single item. For example, Douban Movie2 normally provides a movie recommendation list including at least five movies for a target user based on her/his ratings
or tags on other movies. Similarly, Amazon3 usually shows a set of product recommendations according to the behavior record of both the target user and the other
users who have very similar interests. Recommending a set of top-N items can offer
users more options, thereby improving success rate of recommendation and users’
subjective satisfaction.
In this thesis, we focus on two specific directions for augmenting the existing
top-N recommender systems based on user personality: 1) Personalizing the recommendation diversity; 2) Improving the recommendation interface design.
In recent years, diversity has attracted increasing attention in the field of recommender systems because of its ability of catching users’ various interests by providing
a set of dissimilar items. The majority studies in this area mainly focus on increasing the diversity of recommendations and maintaining accuracy at the same time
[17, 22, 135, 172, 173]. However, they commonly adopt a fixed strategy for all users
to adjust the degree of recommendation diversity, which ignores individual users’
diversity needs. We illustrate the problem in the left hand side of Figure 1.2: Providing a diverse recommendation list to a user with broad tastes would be a good
idea, but it may be too overwhelming for a user who has very narrow interests.
Although several researchers in the recommendation community have recently attempted to adapt recommendations to users’ propensity for diversity [50, 54, 140],
most of them rely on users’ behavior history like ratings. These approaches thus
may not be well applicable to new users who have few behavior records. Moreover,
the results may not be tailored to a user’s needs that can be inherently caused by
some personal factors such as personality.
As illustrated on the right hand side of Figure 1.2, in this thesis, we aim to
2
3

https://movie.douban.com/
http://www.amazon.com
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Figure 1.2:

Sketches of non-personalized and personalized diversity-oriented

recommendations.

(Note:

The example of the non-personalized diversity-oriented

recommendation is shown on the left, where all of the three users receive
recommendations (i.e., 2 fantasy movies, 1 horror movie, 1 action movie and
1 sci-fi movie) with the same diversity degree if they have similar behavior
history; The example of the personalized diversity-oriented recommendation is
shown on the right, where the recommendation diversity is adjusted according to
users’ behavior history and personality.)

personalize the recommendation diversity based on both users’ behavior history and
their personality traits.
To be specific, we would like to address the following questions:
• Whether and how would users’ personality influence their needs for diversity
within a set of recommendations? The purpose is exploring the relationship
between personality and users’ preference over the recommendation diversity.
• How could we achieve personalized diversity tailored to individual users’ intrinsic needs based on their personality? Rather than a diversity approach which
is simply based on a set of pre-defined rules, the proposed diversity-adjusting
strategy needs to be more dynamic and generalized.
In addition to the algorithm development, how to design the recommendation
interface for different users based on their personality is another issue worth atten6

Figure 1.3:

Screenshots of standard ranked list interface and organization-based

interface.

tion. Traditionally, the ranked list interface has been a popular way of displaying
recommended results (see Figure 1.3.b), which has been widely adopted by some
well-known commercial websites such as Amazon4 and Netflix5 . However, the ranked
list interface has two major limitations. Firstly, the items presented in the top of
a list are likely to attract users’ more attentions than the items that are located
farther down [29]. Secondly, users are hardly aware of the existence of diversity in
the ranked list [83]. In order to address these issues, Pu and Chen [121] designed
an organization-based interface to display diverse recommendations, where items
with similar properties are grouped into a category, and diversity across different
4
5

https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.netflix.com/
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categories is maximized (see Figure 1.3.a). Hu and Pu [83] further conducted a user
study to measure users’ perceptions of this diversity-oriented interface. They found
that the organization-based interface not only enables users to perceive that various
kinds of products are recommended to them, but also increases users’ acceptance
of a recommender system. In recent years, some other diversity-enhanced interfaces
have been proposed such as the new visual browsing system Amazon Stream [147],
the dual social recommender interface [155], and the Diversity Donut interface [163].
However, few studies have investigated the impact of personal factors, such as
personality, on influencing users’ preference for the diversity-oriented recommendation interface. Indeed, personality has been recognized by psychologists as a personal
characteristic that will not only affect users’ attitudes, tastes, and behavior [5], but
also their visual aesthetics [119]. For instance, it is found that personality is associated with users’ preference for the color contrasts, hues, and shapes of the graphical
interface [91]. People with different personalities are also likely to prefer different
kinds of user interface skins [19]. However, the relationship between personality and
recommendation interface design has been rarely studied. We are thus interested in
answering the following question:
• Whether and how would personality influence users’ perceptions of different
recommendation interface design? Recommending a set of items in the form of
different interfaces (e.g., diversity-oriented interface or standard list interface)
according to users’ personality may promote their decision process as well as
their general satisfaction.
To answer these questions, we have investigated the related work of personality
and recommender systems (as will be discussed in Chapter 2), and identified their
pros and limitations. We have conducted a large-scale user survey to explore the
relationship between users’ personality traits and their preference for recommendation diversity, and further developed a dynamic, generalized personality-based
recommendation diversity approach (Chapter 3). We have studied how personality
would have impact on users’ perception for different recommendation interface and
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proposed some design guidelines (Chapter 4).

1.2.2

How to Accurately Derive Users’ Personality from
Their Behavior for Augmenting Recommender Systems?

Although how to use personality for benefiting personalized services has attracted
increasing attentions in recent years, the issue of how to obtain users’ personality is
still not well solved. The existing studies mainly rely on psychological questionnaires
to explicitly obtain users’ personality traits (see the summarization in Table 2.4),
which unavoidably demand a lot of user efforts and hence influence the prospect of
personality-based applications in real life.
Lately there have been endeavors to derive users’ personality from their selfgenerated data (e.g., [59, 66]), but their approaches are mainly domain dependent,
and little work has been done on incorporating the implicitly acquired personality
into the process of recommendation generation.
Therefore, our study has been motivated to answer the following two research
questions:
• How to accurately derive users’ personality from their behavior data?
• How to utilize the implicitly acquired personality to improve the existing recommender systems?
In order to address the problems, we have proposed a generalized framework
which mainly includes three steps (see Figure 1.4):
Step 1: Feature identification. This step is based on literature survey and
experimental validation with the aim of identifying features that might be effective
in predicting users’ personality.
Step 2: Personality prediction. We then integrate all of the significant
features which have been identified in Step 1 into an inference model to infer users’
personality.
9

Figure 1.4:

Framework of implicit acquisition of user personality for augmenting

recommender systems.

Step 3: Recommendation based on inferred personality. At the last
step, we develop personality-based recommender systems, for which the personality
is implicitly inferred from user behavior (see Step 2).
In the following chapters, we have surveyed the relevant literature about personality prediction (as will be discussed in Chapter 2). We have studied how to implicitly acquire users’ personality in movie domain and how to design recommender
systems to incorporate the inferred personality (Chapter 5).

1.3

Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be briefly summarized as follows:
• We empirically identified the significant relationship between users’ personality
and their needs for diversity over a set of recommendations by collecting users’
10

personality information and interaction behavior through user surveys.
• We developed a personality-based dynamic diversity-adjusting approach to
achieving personalized diversity tailored to individual users’ intrinsic needs.
Through experiments, we demonstrated that the approach can achieve better
performance than compared methods in terms of both accuracy and diversity
metrics.
• We explored the impact of personality on users’ perceptions of diversityoriented recommendation interface, and further proposed some design guidelines based on the experimental results, which should be helpful for other
researchers to promote the recommendation interface design.
• We derived users’ personality from their behavior by two steps: 1) exploring
significant features that are associated with users’ personality through experimental validation; 2) building inference model to unify these features for
determining users’ personality.
• We designed novel personality-based recommender systems, for which the personality is implicitly inferred from user behavior in real-life datasets. The
results highlighted the practical merit of our method in augmenting the existing recommendations.

1.4

Overview of the Dissertation

This chapter introduced the research background as well as our motivation. Two
problems we have been in particular interested in addressing: one is about how
to improve the top-N recommendation based on users’ personality, and another is
about how to implicitly acquire users’ personality for augmenting recommender systems. We briefly listed our main contributions when resolving the concrete research
questions. The organization of the rest content is listed as follows:
11

• Chapter 2 introduces the personality theoretical foundations, followed by
related work on personality and recommender systems. It then introduces
related researches on personality acquisition and their limitations.
• Chapter 3 presents the details of how to personalize recommendation diversity based on user personality. A preliminary user survey is conducted with the
aim of validating the relationship between users’ personality traits and their
preference for diversity. A dynamic, generalized personality-based recommendation approach is then developed. Finally, the performance of our proposed
recommender system is tested in both cold-start and non-cold-start settings.
• Chapter 4 describes how to improve the recommendation interface design
based on user personality. It first describes the diversity-oriented organizationbased interface. It then presents the details of the experiment design. After
that, it gives the experiments’ results focusing on two aspects. One is about
users’ perception of recommendation interface, and the other is regarding the
impact of personality on users’ preference for recommendation interface. Finally, some design guidelines are suggested.
• Chapter 5 points out an effective solution to boost the applicability of personalitybased recommender systems in online environment. To be specific, a generalized method is proposed to derive users’ personality from their implicit behavior in movie domain. Then, several variations of personality-based collaborative filtering algorithm are developed, for which the personality is implicitly
inferred from user behavior in real-life movie datasets. Finally, the recommendation performance is evaluated in terms of both rating prediction and ranking
accuracy.
• Chapter 6 concludes the main contributions of this thesis, and indicates
the future directions with the aim to further augment the personality-based
recommender systems.
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Chapter 2
State of Art
2.1

Personality Theoretical Foundations

As mentioned in the introduction part, user personality has been recognized as
valuable info to build more personalized recommender systems. Before showing
the related studies on the existing personality-based recommender systems, we first
introduce the personality theoretical foundations in the following.

2.1.1

Personality Definition and Theories

Personality is defined by psychologists as individual’s characteristic patterns of feeling, thinking, and behaving [15]. By characteristic pattern we mean the consistent
and distinctive ways of our ideas, feelings and actions are organized. Consistent means personality does not change with time, location or some other context
(context-independent). Even though in different domains, such as books, movies,
and music, personality is also stable (domain-independent). While for distinctive, it
refers to individual differences in users’ enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal and motivational styles [88]. It is hard to understand personality
because there is no single theory can cover the total personality. The different theories propose the structure and functioning of personality from different aspects.
To be specific, there are four major theoretical perspectives of personality including
13

psychoanalytic, trait, humanistic and social-cognitive perspectives [15].
The psychoanalytic perspective [13] was founded by Sigmund Freud, which emphasizes the impact of the unconscious, the importance of sexual and aggressive
instincts, and early childhood experience on a person. This theory is very influential in psychology and other domains like literary circles, art, and films.
The trait perspective mainly focuses on describing people and identifying individual differences, where traits are defined as characteristic behaviors and conscious
motives. There are two kinds of traits: surface traits (e.g., happy, cordial) and source
traits (e.g., Gordon Allport’s Trait Theory [8], Raymond Cattell’s Sixteen Personality Factors [23], Eysenck’s Three Dimensions of Personality [55], Five-Factor Theory
of Personality [51]). As trait theories use objective criteria which can categorize and
measure behavior, we will discuss more details in Chapter 2.1.2.
The humanistic perspective [57] (also known as the third force), pays more attention to human potential and characteristics like self-awareness and free will. It
views human beings as innately good. The conscious and subjective perception of
self is considered very important.
The cognitive-social perspective [52] was developed by Albert Bandura, which
regards behavior as influenced by the interaction between people and the social
context. Concretely, Bandura proposed the concept of self efficacy, which indicates
the degree to which one is convinced of the abilities and effectiveness in meeting the
demands of a particular situation.

2.1.2

Trait Approach

Based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric
Association, personality traits are prominent aspects of people that are presented in
a wide range of important social and personal contexts. In other words, individuals
have certain traits that determine their behavior. In the following, we describe some
typical trait theories.
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Gorden Allport’s Trait Theory [8]
Gordon Allport and Henry Odbert worked through two comprehensive dictionaries
of the English language and extracted around 18,000 personality-describing words. After filtering the data, they have approximately 4,500 personality-describing
adjectives which they considered to describe observable and relatively permanent
personality traits.
Specifically, Allport organized these traits into a hierarchy of three levels:
• Cardinal traits - They dominate and shape an individual’s behavior. They
stand at the top of the hierarchy and are collectively known as the individual’s
master control. These are the ruling passions/obsessions, such as a need for
money, frame, etc. In fact, although cardinal traits are powerful, few people
have personalities dominated by a single trait. Instead, our personalities are
typically composed of multiple traits.
• Central traits - They come next in the hierarchy. They are general characteristics found in some degree in every people (such as loyalty, kindness,
agreeableness, friendliness, sneakiness, wildness, or grouchiness). They are
the basic building blocks that shape most of our behavior although they are
not as overwhelming as cardinal traits.
• Secondary traits - They exist at the bottom of the hierarchy and only present
under specific circumstances (such as particular likes or dislikes that a very
close friend may know). They explain why a person may at times exhibit
behaviors that seem incongruent with their usual behaviors. For example, a
friendly person gets angry when people try to tickle him; another is not an
anxious person but always feels nervous speaking publicly.
Raymond Cattell’s Sixteen Personality Factors [23]
Trait theorist Raymond Cattell reduced the number of main personality traits from
Allport’s initial list of over 4,000 down to 171. He did so primarily by eliminat15

ing uncommon traits and combining common characteristics. He identified closely
related terms and finally reduced his list to just 16 key personality traits.
• Abstractedness - Abstract, Imaginative vs. Grounded, Practical
• Apprehension - Self-doubting, Worried vs. Self-Assured, Confident
• Dominance - Dominant, Forceful vs. Deferential, Cooperative
• Emotional Stability - Emotionally stable, Adaptive vs. Reactive emotionally,
changeable
• Liveliness - Spontaneous, Enthusiastic vs. Serious, Prudent
• Openness to Change - Flexible, Free thinking vs. Attached to the familiar,
Respecting traditional ideas
• Perfectionism - Controlled, Self-disciplined vs. Uncontrolled, Undisciplined
• Privateness - Discreet, Shrewd vs. Open, Forthright
• Reasoning - Abstract-thinking, Bright vs. Concrete-thinking, Less intelligent
• Rule-Consciousness - Conforming, Self-indulgent vs. Non-conforming, Rule
bound
• Self-Reliance - Self-sufficient, Individualistic vs. Dependent, Group-oriented
• Sensitivity - Tender-hearted, Sentimental vs. Tough-minded, Unsentimental
• Social Boldness - Uninhibited, Thick skinned vs. Shy, Timid
• Tension - Tense, Impatient vs. Patient, Relaxed
• Vigilance - Suspicious, Skeptical vs. Trusting, Accepting
• Warmth - Outgoing, Kindly vs. Reserved, Cool
Despite cutting down significantly on Allport’s list of traits [8], Cattell’s 16PF
theory has still been criticized for being too broad.
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Eysenck’s Three Dimensions of Personality [55]
Hans Eysenck was a personality theorist who viewed people as having two specific
personality dimensions: Extroversion vs. Introversion (E), and Neuroticism vs.
Stability (N). After collaborating with his wife and the fellow personality theorist
Sybil Eysenck, he then added a third dimension to this model: Psychoticism vs.
Socialization (P).
• Extroversion vs. Introversion (E) - Introversion involves directing attention on
inner experiences, while extraversion relates to focusing attention outward on
other people and the environment. Introverts might be shy and reserved, while
extroverts might be sociable and tend to express their thoughts and emotions.
• Neuroticism vs. Stability (N) - Neurotic people are those who have low activation thresholds, and unable to inhibit or control their emotional reactions,
experience negative affect in the face of very minor stressors. They tend to
be anxious, nervous or upset. In contrast, emotionally stable people are those
who have high activation thresholds and good emotional control, experience
negative affect only in the face of very major stressors. They are very calm
and collected under pressure.
• Psychoticism vs. Socialization (P) - People with high Psychoticism are more
likely to be independent thinkers, cold, nonconformist, impulsive, antisocial,
and hostile, while people with high Socialization tend to be more altruistic,
empathetic, cooperative, and conventional.

Five Factor Theory of Personality [51]
As some theorists believed that Cattell focused on too many traits [23], while
Eysenck focused on too few [55], a new trait theory often referred to as the “Big
Five” theory emerged. The Five Factor Model of personality (FFM) represents
five core traits that interact to form human personality: Openness to Experience
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Table 2.1:

Summary of adjectives related to the Five Factor Model.

Factor

Adjectives

Openness to Experience (O)

Artistic, curious, imaginative, insightful, original, wide interest

Conscientiousness (C)

Efficient, organized, planful, reliable, responsible, thorough

Extraversion (E)

Active, assertive, energetic, enthusiastic, outgoing, talkative

Agreeableness (A)

Appreciative, forgiving, generous, kind, sympathetic, trusting

Neuroticism (N)

Anxious, self-pitying, tense, touchy, unstable, worrying

(O), Conscientiousness (C), Extraversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism
(N). According to the literature survey, FFM has been widely used in recommender
system (refer to Section 2.2). Therefore, in this thesis, we also adopt this model.
Table 2.1 illustrates the examples of adjectives related to FFM [105].

• Openness to Experience (O) - It can be used to judge whether a person is
creative/open-minded (with a high value) or reflective/conventional (with a
low value). The related adjectives are artistic, curious, imaginative, insightful,
original, and wide interest.
• Conscientiousness (C) - It can inherently lead a person to become self-disciplined
/prudent (with a high value) or careless/impulsive (with a low value). The
related adjectives are efficient, organized, planful, reliable, responsible, and
thorough.
• Extraversion (E) - It can distinguish people who are sociable/talkative (with
a high value) from those who are reserved/shy (with a low value). The related
adjectives are active, assertive, energetic, enthusiastic, outgoing, and talkative.
• Agreeableness (A) - It can reveal individual differences in concern with cooperation and social harmony. People with a high Agreeableness value tend to
be trusting and cooperative, while people with a low value are likely to be aggressive and cold. The related adjectives are appreciative, forgiving, generous,
kind, sympathetic, and trusting.
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• Neuroticism (N) - it can reflect an individual’s tendency to experience psychological distress: People with a high Neuroticism value become emotionally
unstable more easily than those with a low value. The related adjectives are
anxious, self-pitying, tense, touchy, unstable, and worrying.

2.2

Personality and Recommender Systems

As mentioned in Chapter 1 (“Introduction”), the goal of our research has been
to augment the existing recommender systems based on user personality. In the
following, we introduce the related studies about how to incorporate personality
into the process of recommendation.

2.2.1

Alleviating the New User Issue

The new user problem [101] is an important and challenging issue that recommender
systems must deal with. Imagining that when a user enters into a recommender system for the first time, the system knows nothing about her/his preference, which
leads to the difficulty of providing personalized recommendations. The problem
exists in both collaborative filtering recommender systems and content-based recommender systems. In the case of collaborative filtering recommender systems,
especially in neighborhood methods, lacking ratings for a new user implies that
there are not enough overlapping ratings with other users, which makes it difficult
to measure user-user similarity. As for content-based recommender systems, lacking
ratings implies that the system does not know the preferences towards the item’s
features (e.g., the genre) for the target user.
In the past few years, the majority of the personality-based recommender systems
have been developed with the aim of solving the new user problem. Table 2.2
summarizes the typical works. For instance, Tkalcic et al. [153] used personality to
improve the nearest neighbor measure in collaborative filtering (CF) systems. They
concretely use the weighted distance formula (see Eq 2.2.1)
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Table 2.2:

Summary of typical works on personality-based recommender systems for

alleviating the new user issue.

Related

Personality

Personality-based

work

detection

recommender systems (RS)

Baseline

Evaluation
metrics

Personality in collaborative filtering (CF) based recommender systems
Tkalcic et al.

IPIP

question-

Enhance the nearest neighbor-

Rating-

Precision,

(2009) [153]

naire

with 50

hood in personality-based CF

based

Recall and F

CF

measure

items
Hu and Pu

TIPI

question-

Enhance the nearest neighbor-

Rating-

MAE

and

(2011) [82]

naire

with 10

hood in personality-based CF

based

ROC

sensi-

and Hybrid CF

CF

tivity

items

Personality in attribute-based recommender systems
Fernandez-

NEO-FFI ques-

Incorporating personality as

Popularity- MAP

Tobias et al.

tionnaire

an attribute in matrix factor-

based RS

(2016) [58]

60 items

ization

Elahi et al.

TIPI

question-

Incorporate personality as an

Not appli-

(2013) [53]

naire

with 10

attribute in matrix factoriza-

cable

with

items

MAE

tion

Personality in preference-based recommender systems
Hu and Pu

TIPI

question-

Recommend items according

Not appli-

Objective

(2010) [81]

naire

with 10

to the user’s personality-based

cable

measure and

items

interest profile

subjective
measure

v
u 5
uX
d(bi , bj ) = t
wl (bil − bjl )2

(2.2.1)

l=1

where bi and bj are the vectors of Five-Factor Model (FFM) for two arbitrary users
(bil and bjl are the individual FFM factors) and wl are the weights. The weights
were computed as the eigenvalues from the principal component analysis on the FFM
values of all users. They evaluated the performance of their approach on a given
data and identified that the personality-based similarity measure is more accurate
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than the traditional rating-based measure in the cold-start situation.
Hu and Pu [82] also incorporated users’ personality into the CF framework, to
address the new user problem. They developed two variations of the personalitybased CF method: one is named as pure personality-based CF, which calculates
user-user similarity based on personality values alone (see Eq. 2.2.2).
P

(bil − bi )(bjl − bj )
qP
2
2
l (bil − bi )
l (bjl − bj )

sim(bi , bj ) = qP

l

(2.2.2)

where bi and bj are the average values of personality descriptor bi and bj respectively.
Another is called hybrid CF, which calculates similarity by considering both
users’ personality and their ratings. The hybrid CF has two alternative forms: a)
linear hybrid CF, which first combines personality and ratings to compute useruser similarity, based on which the target user’s neighborhood is identified; and
b) cascade hybrid CF, which adopts the pure personality-based algorithm to make
initial predictions of unobserved ratings for densifying the user-item matrix, and then
applies the classic CF method on the denser matrix. Their experimental results
indicated that all the personality-based CF methods significantly outperform the
non-personality based approach even in sparse datasets, among which the cascade
hybrid CF performs the best.
Active learning approach is another standard approach to tackle the cold-start
problem. For example, Elahi et al. [53] developed a novel active learning strategy
based on personality, to predict items that users are able to rate before they get
recommendations. They formulated the rating prediction as a modified matrix factorization approach where the FFM factors are treated as additional users’ latent
factors (see Eq 2.2.3):
rˆui = bi + bu + qiT · (pu +

X

bl )

(2.2.3)

l

where pu is the latent factor of the user u, qi is the latent factor to the item i, bu
and bi are the user’s and item’s biases and bl are the FFM factors. Through a live
user study, they proved that considering users’ personality can significantly increase
the number of items that users can rate.
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More recently, Fernandez-Tobias et al. [58] developed three approaches to mitigating the new user problem respectively based on a) personality-based matrix
factorization (MF), which improves the recommendation prediction model directly by incorporating user personality into MF; b) personality-based active learning,
which regards personality as the additional useful preference for improving the output of recommendation process; c) personality-based cross-domain recommendation,
which exploits personality to enrich user profile from auxiliary domains with the
aim of compensating for the lack of user preference data in the target domain. They
found that all the three proposed personality-based methods achieve performance
improvements in real-life datasets, among which the personality-based cross-domain
recommendation achieves the best performance.

In addition, for the purpose of alleviating the new user problem, the relationship
between users’ personality and their preference has been studied by some researchers. They found that users who have different personality values are likely to prefer
different kinds of content. For example, Rentfrow and Gosling [127] studied the
impact of personality on users’ preference for music. They categorized music pieces
each into one of the four categories: reflective & complex, intense & rebellious,
upbeat & conventional and energetic & rhythmic. Their results showed that there
exists significant correlation between users’ personality trait Openness to Experience
and their preference for both reflective & complex category and intense & rebellious
category. As for energetic & rhythmic category, it is related to Extraversion and
Agreeableness. Rentfrow et al. [126] further extended the domain to general entertainment, including music, books, magazines, films and TV shows. They grouped
the content into five categories: aesthetic, cerebral, communal, dark and thrilling
and observed that personality traits have significant impacts on users’ preference for
the entertainment categories. For instance, users’ preference for aesthetic category
is related to Agreeableness and Extraversion in a positive way, but negatively correlates with Neuroticism. As for their preference for dark category, it is positively
related to Extraversion, but negatively to Conscientiousness and Agreeableness.
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Based on the significant findings, personality has been incorporated into preferencebased recommender systems. Hu and Pu [81] established a personality-based interest
profile for each user, which reflects the relationship between personality and the user’s preference for music genres [127]. The possibility of one musical dimension p
is liked by user u is predicted by considering two factors: the personality of user u
and the relations between the personality and four musical preference dimensions.
Items that best match the user’s profile were then recommended. Formally, user
preference model mpu can be calculated as Eq. 2.2.4.
mpu = W × psu , where

w
· · · w15
 11
 .
..
...
W =  ..
.

w41 · · · w45







(2.2.4)

W is a 4-by-5 weighting matrix. The value of wij means the strength of the relation
between personality trait j and musical preference dimension i, and wij is also normalized in the range of [-1,1]. The positive value represents a positive relationship
between a personality trait and a musical preference dimension. That is, a user have
a higher value in the personality trait j are likely to prefer the music dimension i,
vice versa. In this case, energetic and rhythmic music will be recommended to extrovert people. Hu and Pu further conducted a user study to test the applicability
of this approach to both the active user and her or his friends. The results demonstrated that users in this system not only are willing to find songs for themselves,
but also enjoy recommending songs for their friends. Some commercial web sites
also used personality to produce preference-based recommendations. For instance,
Whattorent (http://www.whattorent.com/) is based on the LaBarrie theory1 , which
states that a movie viewer interacts with a movie emotionally in the same manner
that s/he interacts with human beings. The site first establishes a general model
that describes how users react to the world and their average emotional state. Next,
a database stores the correlations between personality and movies’ attributes like
1

whattorent.com/theory.php
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genre. Movies are then recommended given the user’s personality and the current
mood. Hu and Pu [80] performed a user study to compare Whattorent with MovieLens (a classical rating-based recommender system), and found that Whattorent is
easier to use and leads to higher user loyalty.
In short, the studies on how to incorporate users’ personality into the process
of recommendation for alleviating the new user issue have been increasing mature.
They have proved the capability of personality to increase the accuracy of rating
prediction for single item (or the item’s attribute, such as music genre). However, as
a personal characteristic that will influence users’ preference, attitudes, and behavior, personality should have additional effects on augmenting recommender systems,
especially for top-N recommendations. In the following, we take the literature survey on two research directions we mainly focus on in this thesis. One is studying
the impact of personality on personalizing recommendation diversity, and another
is improving the recommendation interface design based on personality.

2.2.2

Personalizing Recommendation Diversity

Diversity-enhanced methodologies
To evaluate a recommender system’s performance, many studies have focused on
“recommendation accuracy”, which has principally been measured by the calculated distance between the predicted rating/ranking of items and the target user’s true
preference (e.g., through metrics RMSE, MAE, nDCG, etc.) [77, 136]. To increase
accuracy, some recommender systems have targeted to return items that are similar to those that users have previously liked [2]. For example, Peter may receive
fantasy movies as recommendations because he gave high ratings for this type of
movie before. In recent years, researchers have recognized that accuracy alone is
not sufficient to create an effective recommender system that can fully reflect a user’s potential interests [90, 109]. Therefore, diversity has been considered equally
important. Concretely, diversity measures the average or aggregate dissimilarity of
items in the recommendation list [77], where the similarity is usually determined
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using the item’s content (e.g., movie genres) [77]. Diversity is a desirable property
for a recommender system because varied options can cover different aspects of user
interests so as to increase their satisfaction [83]. In addition, the existence of diversity has the capability of reducing users’ decision-making effort by supporting them
to compare different recommendations [96].

So far, diversity-oriented methods have mainly been aimed at achieving an optimal balance between accuracy and diversity from algorithm development. Reranking is one of classic approaches, which is the process of rearranging items that
are most relevant to user preference (e.g., through user-based collaborative filtering
algorithm) [1]. Re-ranking normally follows a greedy strategy, where the item that
maximizes an objective function is selected into the recommendation list at each
iteration. Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) as introduced by Carbonell and
Goldstein [22] was one of the earliest diversification methods via greedy re-ranking.
They aimed to re-rank documents for achieving a trade-off between utility and diversity. Concretely, utility is measured as the relevance of item to the query and
diversity is measured as the dissimilarity degree between the item being considered
and those already selected. Through a user survey, they found that 80% of participants prefer MMR to the standard relevance-based ranking method. Ziegler et
al. [173] used a heuristic algorithm based on taxonomy similarity to increase the
diversity within a recommendation list. They defined a weighting factor to control
the contributions from two sets, one containing items that are similar to the user’s
attribute-based preference profile and the other with items ranked in the reversed
order of their similarity to the user’s profile. Through an online user study, they
found that although this approach slightly sacrifices accuracy, users perceive it more
positive w.r.t. diversity and coverage. Willemsen et al. [162] proposed a diversification method according to the latent features of a matrix factorization model. They
maximized the width of the item set (i.e., the distance perpendicular to the user
vector) to achieve diversity, and minimized the height of the set (i.e., the distance
parallel to the user vector) to maintain the recommendation quality (in terms of
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predicted rating). A greedy selection algorithm similar to [173] was adopted to generate the recommendations. They tested their latent feature diversification method
through two user studies and found that their proposed method increases users’
perceived diversity and attractiveness of the item set, while reducing their choice
difficulty. Smyth and McClave [143] compared several optimization strategies, including bounded random selection, greedy selection, and bounded greedy selection.
Their experimental results demonstrated that the bounded greedy selection strategy offers the best performance, as it not only ensures optimal balance between
recommendation accuracy and diversity, but also reduces calculation complexity by
decreasing the number of iteration cycles. Bradley and Smyth [17] further proposed
a diversity-preserving similarity-based retrieval algorithm based on the bounded
greedy selection strategy. They reported that this method can deliver significant
improvement in recommendation diversity without compromising accuracy.
Besides the greedy re-ranking strategy, Zhang and Hurley [172] relaxed a binary optimization problem with a trust region algorithm and produced the top-N
recommendations to maximize the diversity of a retrieved recommendation list as
well as its similarity to the target user’s query. Experimental results showed that
this method can increase the likelihood of recommending diverse items while maintaining accuracy. Sha et al. [135] proposed a general framework to formalize item
recommendation as a combinatorial optimization problem, which integrated item
relevance, interest coverage, and recommendation diversity. The experiment indicated that this method outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques in terms of both
precision and diversity.
Some studies proposed to directly increase diversity when generating recommendations. For instance, Vargas and Castells [157] modeled a user’s sub-preference
profiles for different features and combined sub-profile recommendations through
the aspect-based diversification algorithm, which performs a rank-aware allocation
of items by taking into account the relative importance of each sub-profile. Their
experiment showed this method can achieve better diversity results than a proba26

bilistic Latent Semantic Analysis Recommender (pLSA) [78] and a List-wise Matrix
Factorization Recommender (ListRank) [139]. Zeng et al. [171] developed an algorithm to increase recommendation diversity by considering the effects of both
similar users and dissimilar users. Two users were regarded similar if they had rated items in common. An item’s prediction score for the target user was generated
by combining positive scores from similar users and negative scores from dissimilar
users in a linear manner. Extensive analyses on real-life movie datasets showed that
this approach outperforms the standard CF algorithm regarding both accuracy and
diversity. Mourao et al. [110] increased the diversity in CF-based recommendations
by rescuing forgotten items that were preferred by a user in the past, so that these
items might be selected by the user at present. The experiment on a Last.fm dataset
indicated that this approach can help to increase the diversity degree of returned
recommendations.
Table 2.3:

Summary of typical works on diversity-oriented recommender systems

Related
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Diversity-oriented

work

definition
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Baseline

Evaluation
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and random
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Zhang and
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diversity

in CF
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Table 2.3 summarized the typical works on diversity-oriented recommender systems. However, the above approaches did not tailor recommendation diversity to
individual users’ intrinsic needs.
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Personalized Recommendation Diversity
Recently, personalized diversity has attracted some attention. For instance, Di et al.
[50] proposed an adaptive attribute-based diversification approach which can customize the diversity degree of the top-N recommendation list by taking into account
a user’s needs for diversity. To be specific, they first modeled each user’s inclination to diversity in respect of different item attributes (e.g., genre, director, actor in
the movie domain) given her/his rating profile. They then assigned weight to each
item attribute for defining the item-item similarity measure, e.g., higher weight will
be given to the attribute for which the user shows stronger diversity preference.
An experiment in the movie domain showed this approach achieves relatively high
accuracy and diversity relative to the rating-based method without diversification
strategy. Eskandanian et al. [54] developed a pre-filtering approach to personalizing diversity under the assumption that each user’s diversity preference can differ
from others’. More specifically, they first automatically segmented users according
to their diversity preference level, which was determined as the distribution across
categories (e.g., movie genres) of users’ rated items. Then, they ran a standard collaborative recommendation algorithm on each segment separately. They proved that
this pre-filtering approach can achieve satisfactory performance in terms of both accuracy and diversity on two datasets MovieLens and Yelp. Shi et al. [140] proposed
a novel recommendation framework by combining matrix factorization (MF) [97]
with the portfolio theory of information retrieval [158] to adapt the recommendation diversification degree to individual users’ needs. They concretely modeled the
coverage of a user’s preference based on the distribution of latent factors, and represented the uncertainty by using the variances of latent factors. The distribution
and uncertainty of latent factors in a user profile were then used to determine the
final diversity degree of a recommendation list. Experimental results showed this
method can effectively adjust the trade-off between the relevance and diversity of
recommended items.
Unfortunately, these approaches primarily rely on users’ history behavior records
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such as ratings, which limits their applicability to new users who have few behavior
records. In addition, they did not consider the effect of some personal factors such
as personality on users’ diversity needs. In our previous work, we found personality
can significantly affect a user’s diversity preference for movies [33]. Therefore, in this
work, we are motivated to develop an approach for personalizing recommendation
diversity based on user’s personality, to address the cold-start issue in particular.

Personality and Personalized Recommendation Diversity
According to our knowledge, there are few recent endeavors to identify the effect of
personality on users’ propensity for diversity within multiple recommendations. Tintarev et al. [150] adopted a user-as-wizard method to explore how people diversify
a list of books when they recommend them to their friends. In order to verify the
assumption that people with higher Openness to Experience would be more willing
to receive diverse recommendations, they conducted a user survey (with 120 users).
The results showed, although Openness to Experience does not affect items’ overall
diversity, participants, who are more creative, prefer higher diversity in respect of
book genre. In our previous work [33], we did a user survey to identify whether
people, with different personality traits, would have different needs for recommendation diversity. By analyzing 181 users’ responses to our survey, we found that the
five personality traits all, to a certain extent, influence users’ diversity preference
for movies. For instance, diversity preference w.r.t. “actor/actress” is positively
correlated with Openness to Experience (imaginative and creative users), and that
w.r.t. “country” is significantly negatively correlated with personality traits Conscientiousness and Agreeableness. We also found that the overall diversity over all
attributes is significantly negatively correlated with Conscientiousness, which suggests that disorganized users are more likely to choose diverse movies. In a follow-up
work [167], we developed a simple personality-based diversity-adjusting strategy (see
Figure 2.1) rooted in the preference-based recommending process: 1) building a user’s preference profile from her/his answers to the user survey, which includes her/his
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Figure 2.1:

Framework of personality-based diversity adjusting strategy in

recommender systems.

personality-based diversity preference and criterion for each item attribute, 2) recommending items that match the user’s profile. To be more specific, we first used
the user’s personality profile to locate n diverse items. We then retrieved m most
relevant items (the total number of recommendations is N, N = m + n).

Limitations
However, there are several limitations of the above-described work. Firstly, the scale
of each user survey was a bit small (at most 181 users in [33]). Indeed, larger samples
might be able to more accurately represent the characteristics of the populations
from which they are derived [43]. Secondly, little work has been done to identify
the role of personality in personalizing recommendation diversity for new users.
Thirdly, the existing personality-based diversity approach is simply based on a set
of pre-defined rules, which is not dynamic and generalized.
In Chapter 3, we are interested in extending the previous work from two aspects.
One is conducting a larger-scale user survey to validate the relationship between
users’ personality traits and their preference for diversity in a broader domain that
covers different types of items (such as Douban’s Interest Group where users can join
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groups with various topics including entertainment, culture, life and so on). The
second is developing a more dynamic, generalized personality-based recommendation
diversity approach and testing its performance in the cold-start setting.

2.2.3

Improving Recommendation Interface Design

Recently, for the purpose of enhancing recommendation diversity, more and more
diversity-oriented interfaces have been developed in different disciplines, such as
social systems [155], online discussion forums [163], web search engines [147], and
e-commerce [121].
For instance, Tsai and Brusilovsky [155] developed a dual visual interface called
SCATTER for recommending attendees at a research conference. Specifically, SCATTER includes two components: a ranked list and a two-dimensional scatter
plot. They compared their SCATTER interface with the standard ranked list interface via a user study with 25 participants, and found that users perceive significantly
higher diversity, satisfaction, and intention to reuse when using the SCATTER interface. Wong et al. [163] incorporated an interactive recommender tool called
Diversity Donut into an online discussion interface, which allows participants to indicate the level of diversity they would like to see in a recommended set of responses.
To evaluate the performance of the Diversity Donut, they conducted a controlled
user study with 13 participants and observed that the Diversity Donut leads to
more diverse set of comments relative to interfaces using the leaderboard model and
k-Nearest-Neighbors algorithm. Teo et al. [147] proposed a visual discovery interface called Amazon Stream2 to alleviate the information redundancy in web search,
where users can explore diverse and relevant products. Concretely, they adopted a
Bayesian regression model for scoring the relevance of items while leveraging uncertainty. They further used a submodular diversification framework to re-rank the top
scored items based on category, where the user’s personalized category preference
is derived from her/his behavior. The results show that this interface can increase
2

www.amazon.com/stream
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click-through-rate (CTR) across different item categories.
For e-commerce products, Pu and Chen [121] designed an organization-based
interface (ORG), which organizes multiple recommendations products into different
categories and uses the category title to explain a group of products’ similar properties and difference from other categories’ products. They found that the ORG
interface is significantly more effective to promote users’ trust in recommendation,
with the benefit of increasing their intention to return and save effort [121]. Moreover, using the ORG interface can significantly attract users’ attentions to more
items, which leads to the improvement on their objective decision quality [29]. Hu
and Pu [83] further compared the ORG interface with the standard list interface
(LIST) through a within-subject user study with 20 participants. Their results
demonstrated that the ORG interface is better at helping users recognize the categorical diversity of recommended items. In addition, ORG users feel more satisfied
with the recommender and are more likely to use the system again, recommend the
system to their friends and purchase the chosen item.
Limitations
However, the reported user studies on ORG were mainly conducted in a single
product domain (e.g., high-investment products in [83, 121]). Few have studied
whether the results would be valid in other types of products such as relatively lowinvestment (or frequently experienced) products like movie and hotel. Moreover,
little work has been done to explore whether users’ personal characteristics such
as personality will affect their preference for the diversity-oriented recommendation
interface.
In Chapter 4, we are interested in conducting a user study covering different
product domains to not only validate previous findings, but also identify the particular effect of personality on user perceptions of recommender systems.
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Table 2.4:

Summary of commonly-used personality questionnaires.

Questionnaire

Corresponding studies using the questionnaire

10-item TIPI questionniare [70]

E.g., Hu and Pu, 2010 [81], Elahi et al., 2013 [53], Chun et
al., 2017 [38]

25-item FFM questionnaire [74]

E.g., Chen and Wu, 2013 [33], Wu and Chen, 2015 [166],
Rogers and Glendon, 2017 [130]

44-item BFI questionnaire [88]

Rentfrow et al., 2003 [127], Greenberg et al., 2015 [72],
Annisette et al., 2017 [10]

50-item IPIP questionnaire [69]

E.g., Tkalcic et al., 2009 [153], Aghaee et al., 2015 [4], McKay et al., 2017 [108]

120-item IPIP-NEO [68]

E.g., Stanton and Watson, 2016 [145], Khan et al., 2017
[95], Sleep et al., 2017 [141]

240-item NEO-PI-R [41]

E.g., Amichai-Hamburger et al., 2010 [9], Vries et al., 2016
[46], Khan et al., 2017 [94]

2.3

Personality Acquisition

Although how to use user personality for benefiting recommender systems has attracted increasing attentions in recent years, the issue of how to obtain users’ personality is still not well solved. In the following, we summarize both the explicit
and implicit techniques and indicate their limitations.

2.3.1

Explicit Personality Acquisition

Users’ personality could be explicitly acquired by psychological questionnaires. To
our knowledge, the Five-Factor Model of personality is considered as one of the
most comprehensive and the mostly used personality model in recommender systems
[10, 92, 153, 166]. It can be seen from Table 2.4 that different personality inventories
for the Five-Factor Model are designed and used by different work.
For example, Gosling et al. [70] developed the Ten-Item Personality Inventory
(TIPI), which is a brief instrument used to acquire a person’s personality. Each
trait in TIPI is only accessed by two questions, and each item is rated on a 7-point
Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. Concretely, Openness to
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Experience is assessed by “open to new experiences, complex”, and “conventional,
uncreative” (reverse). For the second trait Conscientiousness, it is assessed by
“Dependable, self-disciplined”, and “Disorganized, careless” (reverse). The third
trait Extraversion is assessed by “Extraverted, enthusiastic”, and “Reserved, quiet”
(reverse), and fourth trait Agreeableness is assessed by “Sympathetic, warm”, and
“Critical, quarrelsome” (reverse). For the last factor Neuroticism, it is assessed by
“Anxious, easily upset”, and “Calm, emotionally stable” (reverse). TIPI has been
regarded as a reasonable proxy for longer Big-Five instruments, as it not only reaches
adequate levels in terms of convergent and discriminant validity measures, but also
complies with the trend toward shorter instruments that save users’ time [70, 124].
Hellriegel and Slocum [74] defined a questionnaire with 25 questions, where each
factor is measured via five questions. Each factor’s value is the average of user’s
scores on its related five questions. For example, Extraversion is measured by the
following five sub-factors such as “Gregariousness”, “Cheerfulness, “Assertiveness”,
“Friendliness”, and “Excitement-Seeking”. Regarding the trait of Openness to Experience, it includes five sub-factors like “Imagination”, “Artistic Interests”, “Liberalism”, “Adventurousness”, and “Intellect”. Users are required to answer each
question on a 5-point Likert scale. For example, for Imagination, it is rated from 1
“No-Nonsense” to 5 “A Dreamer”.
Johan and Srivastava [88] designed a more comprehensive list, called Big Five
Inventory (BFI). The BFI is a 44-item measure that yields a score for each of the
big-five personality traits: Openness to Experience (10 items), Conscientiousness (9
items), Extroversion (8 items), Agreeableness (9 items), and Neuroticism (8 items).
Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree”, under the general question of “I see myself as someone who”. For example,
the items related to Openness to Experience are “I see myself as someone who is
original, comes up with new ideas”, “I see myself as someone who is curious about
many different things”, “I see myself as someone who has an active imagination”
and so on. This questionnaire has been regarded as a well-established measurement
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of personality traits.
Goldberg et al. [69] developed the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP)
to measure the Five-Factor Model. In the web page of IPIP3 , it shows two versions
of questionnaires with 50 and 100 items respectively, which depends on the number
of questions per factor (10 or 20). For example, one of the questions to measure
Neuroticism is “I feel that I get stressed out easily” rating from 1 “very inaccurate”
to 5 “very accurate”. The relatively high number of questions makes it an accurate
instrument, but it would be more time consuming for the users. Furthermore, it
has been translated in many languages and validated in terms of cross-cultural
differences [7].
The original International Personality Item Pool Representation of the NEO PI-R
(IPIP-NEO) contains 300 items. In order to provide an alternative for personas who
do not have time to complete the original inventory, Goldberg et al. [68] proposed
a short version of the IPIP-NEO, which uses 120 items from the original inventory.
For example, the question “I think I have a vivid imagination” is used to assess the
trait Openness to Experience. It has been proven that the short version possesses
acceptable measurement reliability [68].
Costa and McCrae [41] proposed the NEO-PI-R, which is a typical example of a
commercially controlled instrument includeing 240 items. It can not only measure
the five traits, but also the six facets of each factor. For example, Extroversion
contains six facets: Gregariousness (sociable), Assertiveness (forceful), Activity (energetic), Excitement-seeking (adventurous), Positive emotions (enthusiastic), and
Warmth (outgoing). The NEO-FFI instrument [42], which measures the five traits
only (but not their related facets), is a 60-item truncated version of NEO PI-R.
The other commonly used public-free instruments include the 100-item Big Five
Aspect Scales (BFAS) [49] and the 100 trait-descriptive adjectives [67]).

3

http://ipip.ori.org/.
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2.3.2

Implicit Personality Acquisition

Although the acquisition of personality was mainly through extensive questionnaires
as shown in Table 2.4, sometimes users often answer personality quizzes to meet
criteria that they believe to be desirable and optimal. For instance, the majority
of users normally think being open-minded, conscientious, extravert, agreeable, and
less neurotic is desirable. In order to mitigate this problem, some studies used
implicit personality quizzes, where the phrases of the questionnaire are combined
into sentences to form a short story [47, 150]. However, both ways to obtaining
personality unavoidably demand a lot of user efforts and potentially influence the
prospect of personality-based applications in real life.
Lately, there have been endeavors to automatically infer users’ personality from
their self-generated data. To be specific, most of the researches mainly focused on
social networking sites, which provides a unique opportunity for personalized services to capture various aspects of user behavior. For example, Gao et al. [61] tried
to detect users’ personality based on their micro-blog data. They concretely extracted content features from 1,766 Sina micro blog users and predicted users’ Big-Five
personality with acceptable Pearson Correlation by using several regression models,
such as Gaussian Process, M5’ Rules and Pace Regression. Similarly, Golbeck et al.
[66] first identified a set of features extracted from users’ Facebook profile, such as
personal information, activity features, structural features, and language features.
With two machine learning algorithms, M5’ Rules and Gaussian Process, they reported that they could predict each of the five personality traits to within 11% - 18%
of its actual value. Kosinski et al. [98] attempted to recognize users’ Big-Five personality mainly based on their “like” behavior in Facebook. Specifically, the authors
reduced the number of features by using Singular Value Decomposition method and
further applied the logistic regression model to identify the personality. Their results showed that the two personality traits Openness to Experience and Extraversion
could be accurately recognized. Shen et al. [138] reported that Neuroticism and
Extraversion could be inferred based on users’ Facebook data, such as their per37

sonal profile (e.g., number of friends), interaction behavior (e.g., average number of
comments and likes) and posted content (e.g., number of positive/negative words
in posts). Wei et al. [160] predicted users’ personality by integrating heterogeneous
information on Twitter, which include self-language usage, avatar, emoticon, and
responsive patterns. They indicated that their model achieves better prediction
performance relative to several widely adopted baseline methods.
Besides, Ferwerda et al. [59] attempted to infer personality traits from the way
users take pictures and apply filters to them in Instagram. They found some features extracted from Instagram picture such as brightness, saturation, and pleasurearousal-dominance are correlated with personality, especially Openness to Experience. They further trained their predictive model with the radial basis function
network and achieved comparable accuracy with previous work on personality prediction from other social media trails. Moreover, Farnadi et al. [56] performed
a comparative analysis of state-of-the-art personality inference methods on a varied set of social media ground truth data from Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
They leveraged univariate and multivariate regression models, and observed that
the Multi-Target Stacking Corrected model and the Ensemble of Regressor Chains
Corrected model perform the best. In addition, they identified that most of the
significant features varied depending on the specific dataset and could not be well
applied in another domain.
In addition to the related studies on implicit acquisition of user personality in
social networking sites, Van Lankveld et al. [156] analyzed users’ behavior in a video
game and extracted some features like conversation behavior, movement behavior
and miscellaneous behavior so as to infer users’ personality. Chittaranjan et al.
[37] used mobile phone usage information (e.g., call logs, SMS logs and applicationusage) as the predictors to detect users’ Big-Five personality traits. They achieved
better classification results (via Support Vector Machine algorithm) than the baseline. Shen et al. [137] tried to infer users’ personality by analyzing their behavior
when writing emails. They first extracted some high-level aggregated features from
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email contents, such as bag-of-word features, meta features, word statistics and writing styles. They further applied these features to three generative models (i.e., joint
model, sequential model, and survival model). Their results demonstrated that the
survival model performs the best among the three generative models in terms of
both prediction accuracy and computation efficiency.

With the recent popularity of web-based learning systems, some studies have
also attempted to infer users’ personality based on their online learning behavior
[63, 73, 28]. To be specific, Ghorbani and Montazer [63] proposed a fuzzy inference
system to identify 53 students’ personality with their online behaviors on Learning
Management System (LMS). They first extracted a total of 13 observable behaviors
as the input features of their fuzzy system, such as the number of entrance to a system in a week, adding posts in forums, and dedicating time for reading materials.
They then defined a set of fuzzy rules based on experts’ knowledge and personality
definition. With the combination of fuzzy variables and fuzzy rules, they finally obtained the predicted category of each personality trait (i.e., low, medium or high).
Their experimental results revealed that their proposed fuzzy models can predict
the personality traits Extroversion, Openness to Experience and Agreeableness in
acceptable accuracy. Similarly, Halawa et al. [73] detected 240 students’ MyersBriggs Type Indicator personality type [111] with their behavior on LMS (Moodle)
and social network. Concretely, they utilized a unified classification model to combine all of the 9 behavioral features, such as the number of pages visited on the
system by a student, the number of comments written by a student in course pages
and the number of student’s early or late assignment submissions. Their experiment results revealed that their compared classification models can achieve satisfied
prediction accuracy, among which OneR algorithm performs the best. Chen et al.
[28] attempted to predict 763 students’ personality traits from their behavior carried
out in Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) traces. Specifically, they extracted 20
activity features for each learner from their MOOC platform, including the number
of quiz questions a student attempted to solve, the number of messages posted in
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forum, and the total amount of time spent on MOOC platform, and so on. They observed a low ability to predict personality traits from students’ behavior in MOOC
traces in respect of two regression models Gaussian Process and Random Forest.

Limitations
Although the researchers have given increased importance to implicitly acquire user
personality based on their behavior, there are two main limitations. One is that there
is a lack of a mature and generalized framework for solving this issue. Another is
little work has empirically studied how to incorporate the inferred personality into
the process of recommendation generation.
In Chapter 5, we will propose our own research framework and show the details
of our experiment on how to implicit acquisition of user personality for augmenting
online recommendations. We are interested in not only exploring proper behavioral
features that can be used to infer user personality, but also investigating how to
improve recommendation accuracy with the inferred personality.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, we first introduced personality theoretical foundations including the
definition and theories of personality and several typical personality trait approaches
like Gorden Allport’s Trait Theory, Raymond Cattell’s Sixteen Personality Factors,
Eysenck’s Three Dimensions of Personality and Five Factor Theory of Personality.
We then in depth investigated related works on personality and recommender
systems. We categorized the roles of personality into three principle directions: alleviating the new user issue, personalizing recommendation diversity, and improving
recommendation interface design. We indicated their limitations, especially for the
latter two directions which we will focus on in this thesis.
On the other hand, in addition to improve the existing recommender systems
based on user personality, it is also important to study how to obtain users’ personality. With respect to this challenge, we summarized both the explicit techniques
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and implicit techniques of personality acquisition. We pointed out the corresponding
limitations and expressed our interests to propose a general framework for personality prediction and further augment the recommender system based on the inferred
personality.
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Chapter 3
Personalizing Recommendation
Diversity Based on User
Personality
3.1

Introduction

In recent years, diversity has been recognized as an important metric for evaluating
the effectiveness of online recommendations, because diverse recommendations can
stimulate users to explore potential areas of interest [96, 109, 168]. The research
attention in this area has mainly been devoted to achieving the optimal balance
between accuracy and diversity [17, 22, 135, 162, 172, 173]. However, they commonly
adopt a fixed strategy to adjust the degree of recommendation diversity for all the
users, which ignores individual users’ diversity needs.
Although several researchers in the recommender community have recently attempted to adapt recommendations to users’ propensity for diversity [50, 54, 140],
most of them rely on users’ behavior history like ratings. These approaches thus
may not be well applicable to new users who have few behavior records. Moreover,
the results may not be tailored to a user’s needs that can be caused by some personal
factors such as personality.
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As introduced in the “State of Art” chapter, the impact of personality on users’
diversity preference has been studied in some recent papers [33, 34, 150, 167]. For
example, in our previous work [33], we explored the correlation between personality traits and users’ diversity preference for movies through a user survey (with
181 participants). We found that Conscientiousness can significantly affect users’ diversity preference for some movie attributes such as release time and country.
For example, users who are self-organized (with high C 1 ) are more likely to prefer
to watch movies with different “release time” (e.g., latest movies produced in 21st
century or old movies produced in many years ago like 1970s), whereas those who
are disorganized (with low C ) tend to prefer diversity in terms of “country” (e.g.,
American movies, Chinese movies, Indian movies, etc.). Motivated by the survey’s
findings [33], We further proposed a personality-based diversity-adjusting strategy
for recommender systems based on a pre-defined set of rules [167].
In this chapter, we extended the previous work from two aspects: 1) Conducting
a larger-scale user survey for validating the effect of personality on users’ diversity
needs in a broader domain that covers different kinds of items (e.g., interest groups
that contain users’ preferences for various topics such as entertainment, culture,
technology, and life); 2) developing a more dynamic, personalized diversity approach
based on users’ personality, for addressing the cold-start issue.
Specifically, we surveyed 1,706 users on Douban Interest Group2 , which collected their personality information and interaction behavior. Douban Interest Group
is a popular Chinese online community where users can join in different types of
interest groups (e.g., “Sports”, “Music”, “Health”, “Academic”), leave comments,
and recommend topics to their friends. The multiple linear regression results show
that users’ big-five personality traits have statistically significant impact (p < 0.01
with Bonferroni-type adjustment) on their diversity preference. For instance, more
1

High C means that the user has high score on the personality trait “Conscientiousness”,

which is also applied to the other abbreviations (i.e., O for “Openness to Experience”, E for
“Extroversion”, A for “Agreeableness”, and N for “Neuroticism”).
2
https://www.douban.com/group/explore
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creative (with high O) and more introverted (with low E ) person is more inclined
to join different types of groups (see more details in Section 3.2).
Inspired by these observations, we have further developed a generalized, dynamic
diversity adjusting approach based on user personality. In particular, personality is
incorporated into a greedy re-ranking process, by which we select the item that can
best balance accuracy and personalized diversity at each step, and then produce the
final recommendation list. The role of personality in our approach is two-fold: 1) To
estimate individual users’ propensity for diversity; 2) to enhance the performance
of collaborate filtering (CF) based recommendations in the cold-start setting. To
the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first one that takes into account
user personality to achieve personalization in recommendation diversity. Through
experiments, we demonstrate that the approach can achieve better performance
than related methods (including both non-diversity-oriented and diversity-oriented
methods) in terms of both accuracy and diversity metrics.

3.2
3.2.1

User Survey
Materials and Participants

The user survey was performed on Douban Interest Group (https://www.douban.com/
group/explore). Douban is a very popular social media site in China that has attracted millions of users to use since its launch in 2005. Being part of Douban,
Douban Interest Group is an online community that allows users to form different
groups to discuss various aspects of life such as entertainment, culture, technology,
and life. Concretely, it consists of 19 types of groups, including “Sports”, “Animation”, “Music”, “Health”, “Life Style”, “Academic” and so on3 . Every member can
create a topic within her/his joined group, and then any other members can comment, recommend the group/topic to their followers, or “Like” (see the snapshots
in Figures 3.1 and 3.2).
3

The type classification is determined by Douban, and each group belongs to one type.
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Figure 3.1:

Snapshot of users’ group-level behavior in the Douban Interest Group

community.

Figure 3.2:

Snapshot of users’ topic-level behavior in the Douban Interest Group

community.

For instance, users can join the group they are interested in and recommend it
to their followers. On the other hand, in the joined group, users can create topics,
and like, recommend, or leave comments on any topics in their interest.
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From July to August 2016, we sent survey invitation to 128,940 active users4 in
Douban via “Dou You” (a communication tool similar to private message), of whom
2,076 users accepted. Before starting the survey, every participant was asked to read
an instruction for the upcoming tasks and sign an informed consent form. S/he was
then required to answer some questions about her/his personal background such
as age, gender, education level and personality. After filtering out incomplete and
invalid answers5 , we remained 1,706 users’ responses (with 1,291 females). Most of
these users are Chinese (99.2%), with different educational backgrounds (66% with
Bachelor degree, 18% with Master degree, 3% with PhD, and 13% miscellaneous)
and age ranges (2% in the range of 10-19 years, 81% in the range of 20-29 years,
16% in the range of 30-39 years, and 1% aged over 40). As the incentive, we opened
a lottery draw with 42 awards (a total cost of RMB 4,200).

3.2.2

Procedure and Measurement

One widely used personality model is called Big-Five Factor model that defines five
personality traits [51]. Openness to Experience can be used to judge whether a
person is creative/open-minded (with high O) or reflective/conventional (with low
O). Conscientiousness inherently leads a person to become self-disciplined/prudent
(with high C ) or careless/impulsive (with low C ). Extroversion distinguishes people
who are sociable/talkative (with high E ) from those who are reserved/shy (with
low E ). Agreeableness reflects individual differences in concern with cooperation
and social harmony. People with high A tend to be trusting and cooperative, while
people with low A are likely to be aggressive and cold. The last factor is Neuroticism,
4

Active user refers to the user who has at least one behavior record during the year 2015 (from

Jan. 1 to Dec. 31), e.g., creating a group/topic, joining a group, leaving a comment, recommending
or liking a group/topic.
5
To clean the data, we first excluded 118 incomplete answers (5.7%). We then analyzed users’
answers to the personality questionnaire and filtered out all of the contradictory records (e.g., a
user rated 5 (out of 5) on two opposite statements “I think I am cold and aloof” and “I think I
am considerate and kind to almost everyone”), by which we further removed 252 invalid answers.
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which reflects an individual’s tendency to experience psychological distress: People
with high N are more emotionally unstable than those with low N.
In our work, each user’s personality was assessed via the Big-Five Inventory (BFI) [88], because it not only reaches adequate levels in terms of convergent validity
and discriminant validity measurements, but also complies with the trend toward
using shorter instrument for saving users’ time and effort [88]. Concretely, the BFI
is a 44-item instrument that yields a score for each of the big-five personality traits:
Openness to Experience (10 items), Conscientiousness (9 items), Extroversion (8
items), Agreeableness (9 items), and Neuroticism (8 items). Each item is a short
statement, for participants to rate on a 5-point Likert scale (from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”). For example, one statement of assessing Extroversion
is “I see myself as someone who is talkative.” In order to place the five traits’ scores
in the same range, we rescaled the original metric of each BFI item (i.e., 1-5 scales)
to a popularly-used metric known as percentage of maximum possible (POMP [40],
range 0-100)6 , and calculated the score for each trait by taking the average of the
POMP scores on the items belonging to that trait [76, 89, 144, 164].
The reliability test of our BFI instrument shows that the internal consistency coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) of the five traits Openness to Experience (O),
Conscientiousness (C), Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism (N)
are 0.931, 0.897, 0.887, 0.898, and 0.853 respectively. These values are all above
0.70, suggesting that the assessing statements have satisfactory internal validity
[115]. In addition, Figure 3.3 presents the mean POMP value of each personality
trait: O (mean=65.063 out of 100, st.d.=14.588), C (mean=54.719, st.d.=13.142), E
(mean=49.280, st.d.=16.682), A (mean=62.914, st.d.=12.805), and N (mean=52.158,
st.d.=13.902). We compared our users’ personality distribution with the existing BFI norms (i.e., Srivastava et al.’s work [144] that covers 132,515 American samples).
6

A POMP score is a linear transformation of any raw metric into a 0 to 100 scale, where 0

represents the minimum possible score and 100 represents the maximum possible score [40]. In
this case, ScoreP OM P = (ScoreORI − 1) × 25, where ScoreORI ranges from 1 to 5.
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Figure 3.3:

BFI scores of participants who joined in our user survey (POMP).

Figure 3.4:

BFI scores of our participants broken down by age (POMP).

Although the absolute value of each personality trait is not the same (probably due
to culture differences [106]), we observe that our Chinese samples score the highest on O, followed by A and C (refer to Figure 3.3), which is similar to American
samples [144]. Additionally, Figure 3.4 illustrates the mean scores of our participants’ five personality traits broken down by age, with trends consistent with those
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Figure 3.5:

Distribution of users’ group joining records in Douban.

in [144]. For example, the values of Conscientiousness and Agreeableness increase
throughout early and middle adulthood, while Neuroticism shows a downward trend
with increasing age. The comparative results hence indicate that our samples are
representative.
In addition to users’ answers to our survey questions, we also have their behavioral logs (e.g., like the group topic, recommend the group or topic to her/his
followers, and leave comments) that have been automatically recorded. Through statistical analysis, we found those 1,706 participants joined a total of 2,396 Douban
groups during the year 2015 (from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31) and each user joined on
average 20.11 groups (standard deviation=16.98, see Figure 3.5). We used the proportion of each type c that appears in groups that a user u has joined, to represent
her/his preference for that type:
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P refc (u) =

Nu,c
Nu

(3.2.1)

where Nu refers to the total number of groups joined by user u, and Nu,c refers to
the number of u’s joined groups that belong to type c.
We further calculated each user’s diversity preference, for which the diversity is
defined as the distribution over all types of the user’s joined groups7 . Specifically,
we adopted Shannon Entropy [128] to measure the diversity preference:

Div(u) = −

X

P (c|u) log2 (P (c|u))

(3.2.2)

c∈C

where P (c|u) refers to the relative frequency of group type c among the groups user
u has joined, which can be measured via Eq. 3.2.1, and C refers to the set of group
types. A higher entropy value suggests that the user prefers to join in groups with
different types (i.e., with high diversity preference).

3.2.3

The Impact of Personality on Users’ Preference for
Diversity and Group Types

We ran multiple linear regression [134] for analyzing the impact of personality on
users’ preference for diversity and group types, for which users’ five personality
traits are predictors and their diversity preference as well as group type preferences
are dependent variables. This method enables us to see the relative effect of each
personality trait. However, performing multiple testing may result in the inflation
of Type I error (i.e., accepting “spurious” significance results as “real”) [118]. To
solve this issue, we used a Bonferroni-type adjustment [11], which is one of the
commonly used methods for adjusting the significant levels of individual tests when
multiple tests are performed on the same data. To be specific, the adjusted level of
significance, in general α/k for k tests, is used to conduct each of the k individual
7

Similar to other work that often uses genres of movies, cuisine types in restaurants, or topic

categories of news stories, to calculate items’ diversity [54], we mainly considered the types of
groups users have joined.
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Table 3.1:

Multiple linear regression of five personality traits on users’

diversity preference and group type preference (∗ p<0.01 with Bonferroni-type
adjustment)
Openness

Consci-

Extro-

Agreeabl-

Neuro-

to Exper-

entious

version

eness

ticism

ience (O)

-ness (C)

(E)

(A)

(N)

Standardized Coefficients (Beta)
0.109∗

-0.014

-0.083∗

0.014

0.038

Sports

0.004

0.078∗

0.209∗

0.010

-0.156∗

Animation

0.080∗

-0.041

-0.041

0.013

-0.031

Religion

0.037

-0.022

-0.032

0.038

0.012

Music

0.090∗

0.001

-0.014

-0.040

0.031

Health

-0.020

0.111∗

0.103∗

-0.009

0.036

Literature

0.095∗

0.041

0.022

-0.038

-0.048

Costume

0.025

-0.005

0.001

0.020

0.200∗

Food

0.003

0.009

0.035

0.015

-0.009

Love

-0.005

0.022

0.001

-0.005

Diversity preference

Group
type

∗

-0.006
∗

Movie

0.067

0.039

-0.029

-0.239

Fashion

0.024

-0.028

0.081∗

0.024

0.062

Social

0.031

-0.001

0.039

0.006

0.008

Lifestyle

0.022

0.021

0.072∗

0.010

0.054

Shopping

0.020

-0.035

0.171∗

0.025

0.031

Art

0.127∗

0.019

0.039

0.002

0.046

Emotion

0.019

-0.010

-0.007

-0.007

-0.022

Chatting

0.027

0.007

0.007

-0.031

0.022

Academic

0.084∗

0.007

-0.025

-0.006

0.051

∗

0.027

-0.013

-0.021

0.052

prefer-

0.045

ence

Interest

0.106
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tests [118]. Table 3.1 shows the results of multiple linear regression analyses, where
p < 0.01 (=0.05/5) indicates that changes in one predictor can be significantly
associated with changes in the dependent variable.
Concretely, users’ diversity preference is significantly positively influenced by
Openness to Experience (O), and negatively by Extroversion (E), implying that
users who are more creative and introverted are inclined to join different types of
groups.
Moreover, as for the effect of personality on users’ group type preference, our
results show that all of the five personality traits significantly affect users’ preference
for some particular types. For instance, groups about “Health” and “Sports” are
more preferred by people who are more self-organized (with high C ) and extroverted
(with high E ). Other groups related to aesthetics (e.g., “Art” and “Literature”) and
entertainment (e.g., “Animation”, “Music” and “Movie”) are more preferred by
people who are more creative and aesthetic sensitive (with high O). These people
also prefer the groups about “Academic” and “Interest”. For the groups related to
the daily life like “Fashion”, “Lifestyle”, and “Shopping”, they are more preferred by
more extroverted people (with high E ). In addition, people who are more suspicious
(with low A) tend to prefer “Movie” type groups, whereas those who are more
emotionally unstable (with high N ) are likely to prefer “Costume” type groups.

3.3

Methodology: Personality-based Greedy Reranking for Personalized Recommendation Diversity

Inspired by our user survey’s observations that personality can significantly influence
users’ diversity preference as well as their group type preference, we have further
developed a personality-based greedy re-ranking approach to improving recommendation diversity (shorten as PB Greedy). In our approach, personality takes two
major roles. On one hand, it is used to predict a user’s diversity preference, which
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enables the system to make personalized recommendations tailored to the user’s
inherent needs for diversity. On the other hand, personality is leveraged to enhance
the measure of user-user similarity in collaborative filtering (CF) so as to improve
recommendation in the cold-start setting. Given that different personality trait may
have different impacts on users’ behavior (as motivated by the results shown in Table
3.1), we automatically compute weights (relative importance) of the five personality
traits.
The workflow of our approach can be seen in Figure 3.6, which is mainly composed of two steps: 1) To predict a user’s preference for un-experienced items, and
2) re-rank the items to meet the user’s diversity preference. We concretely adopt
the greedy re-ranking technique [1], because it can not only be easily incorporated
into the existing recommender algorithms but also explicitly control the level of diversification. To be specific, S denotes a candidate item set of size n for a user u,
which is generated according to her/his predicted preference for items. T denotes
the re-ranked list that user u will finally receive, which includes N items (N < n,
because the recommendation list T is reproduced from the larger set of candidate
items). At each iteration, we add an item that maximizes the objective function
Scoref inal with the aim of optimizing the trade-off between the user’s preference for
the item and her/his diversity preference for all items selected so far:

Scoref inal (u, i) = β ∗ ScoreP ref (u, i) + (1 − β) ∗ ScoreP ersonalizedDiv (u, i)

(3.3.3)

where ScoreP ref (u, i) denotes the user u’s preference for item i (see details under
Step 1 below), ScoreP ersonalizedDiv (u, i) represents the personalized diversity degree
(see details under Step 2), and the parameter β is used to balance the two types of
preference.
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Figure 3.6:

Personality-based greedy re-ranking approach for achieving

personalization in recommendation diversity.
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3.3.1

Step 1: Predicting User Preference for Items

User-based CF has been widely used to produce recommendation, which mainly
depends on users’ behavior data (such as ratings) to find k most similar neighbors
by computing user-user similarity and then receive the top-N most relevant items
[146]. However, in practice, this method will encounter the cold-start problem when
a new user uses the system because s/he has few behavior records. As people with
similar personalty characteristics tend to have similar interests and preference [114],
in our approach we attempt to incorporate users’ personality values to alleviate this
issue, by which a new user u’s preference for an item i can be predicted based on
the rating profiles of her/his neighbors who have similar personality values.
Specifically, we first adopt the 5-dimension vector psu = (ps1u , ps2u , ps3u , ps4u , ps5u )T
to define a user u’s big-five personality traits. We then compute the personalitybased similarity between two users u and v via Euclidean distance measure8 :

1

Simp(u, v) =

s
1+

5
P

!2

(3.3.4)

wk2 (psku − pskv )2

k=1

where wk represents the weight of the k th personality trait (i.e., relative importance
of influencing users’ preference). To derive wk , for each pair of two users in the
training set (e.g., users a and b; see more details of our dataset splitting strategy
in Section 3.4.2), we try to minimize the distance between Simp(a, b) (i.e., useruser similarity based on personality; see Eq. 3.3.4) and Simr(a, b) (i.e., user-user
similarity based on rating behavior; see Eq. 3.3.5). The rationale behind this process
is that users’ personality might be reflected in their rating behavior [5].
8

The reason we did not use Cosine similarity measure [123] is because it may produce the

deviation when two compared vectors are along with the same direction. For example, given three
users’ personality vectors (psa = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)T , psb = (2, 2, 2, 2, 2)T , and psc = (5, 5, 5, 5, 5)T ), we
can obtain the Cosine similarity results: SimCosine (psa , psb ) = SimCosine (psa , psc ) = 1, but in
fact, user b should be more similar to user a than user c, which can be more accurately identified
by the Euclidean distance measure.
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P

− ra )(rb,i − rb )
pP
2
2
(r
−
r
)
a,i
a
i∈I
i∈I (rb,i − rb )

Simr(a, b) = pP

i∈I (ra,i

(3.3.5)

In the above formula, I is the set of items rated by both users a and b, ra,i is the
rating given to item i by user a, and ra is the average rating given by user a.
More formally, the process of obtaining each personality trait’s weight wk is
illustrated as follows:
argmin f (wk ) = argmin |Simp(a, b) − Simr(a, b)|
By substituting Eq. 3.3.4, we obtain

5
P

wk2 (pska − pskb )2 =

k=1

1
Simr(a,b)

− 1.

We then define three notations x, A, and y:

 
2
w1 
 
w2 
 2
x= . 
 .. 
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1
1 2
(psa − psb ) 


(ps2 − ps2 )2 
b 
 a
AT = 

.


..




5
5 2
(psa − psb )

y=

1
−1
Simr(a, b)

It hence becomes to find a nonnegative vector x to minimize f (x) = 21 ||Ax − y||2 ,
subject to x ≥ 0. We adopt the MatLab “lsqnonneg” function that has commonly
been used to solve the Nonnegative Least Squares problem (NNLS) [27] to find the
vector, with the default parameter set [102].
Therefore, suppose wk can be derived through the above process and the similarity between two users u and v Simp(u, v) can be subsequently calculated via
Eq. 3.3.4. We then use an intuitive way to combine Simp(u, v) with rating-based
similarity Simr(u, v) for computing the final user-user similarity score as follows:

Simpr(u, v) = α × Simr(u, v) + (1 − α) × Simp(u, v)

(3.3.6)

where α manipulates the relative weights of the two similarity measures, i.e., Simr(u, v)
|Iu ∩Iv |
and Simp(u, v). In our experiment, it is formally set as 0.8∗ min{|Iu |,|Iv |}+0.5∗

1
min{|Iu |,|Iv |}

,

where Iu and Iv respectively denote the set of items rated by users u and v. If two
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users have high proportion of common ratings relative to the size of their rated item
sets, Simr(u, v) will be assigned higher weight. Otherwise, Simp(u, v)’s weight will
be higher. In addition, if the target user has no behavior records (|Iu | = 0), the
pure personality-based similarity Simp(u, v) will be used (i.e., α = 0).
The rating predicted for an unknown item i for the target user u is computed
by Eq. 3.3.7, which considers the average ratings with the aim of compensating for
some variations in users’ ratings9 [133]:

ScoreP ref (u, i) = ru + k

X

Simpr(u, v) × (rv,i − rv )

(3.3.7)

v∈Ωu

where rv,i denotes user v’s rating for item i, ru and rv respectively represent user
u’s and user v’s average ratings, k is equal to

P

v∈Ωu

1
,
|Simpr(u,v)|

and Ωu refers to the

set of u’s neighbors who have rated item i.

3.3.2

Step 2: Adjusting Diversity Degree within the Recommendation List

In the following, we explain our personality-based diversity adjusting strategy. Given
the significant results shown in our survey’s findings (Table 3.1), we assume users’
personality traits can infer their inherent preference for recommendation diversity.
Our purpose is thus to generate a recommendation list whose degree of diversity
is closest to the target user’s personality-estimated diversity preference, so as to
achieve the optimal personalization in diversity:

ScoreP ersonalizedDiversity (u, i) = −|Divps (u) − DivR∪{i} (u)|

(3.3.8)

To be specific, we use a linear weighted summation to predict the user u’s
personality-based diversity preference Divps (u), as inspired by the multiple linear
regression results in Table 3.1.
9

Users vary in their use of a rating scale [133]. For instance, one optimistic user may consistently

rate items 4 out of 5 stars, while a pessimistic user may often give 3 starts even though s/he likes
the item.
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Divps (u) = θ0 + θ1 ps1u + θ2 ps2u + θ3 ps3u + θ4 ps4u + θ5 ps5u

(3.3.9)

where psku denotes the user’s value of one personality trait, θk (1 ≤ k ≤ 5) indicates
the strength of the relationship between this personality trait and the user’s preference for diversity, and θ0 is the constant term (i.e., the intercept). DivR∪{i} (u)
is the diversity degree within the current recommendation list after a new item is
added, by means of calculating Shannon Entropy over the categories (e.g., genres of
movies, types of groups) these recommended items belong to:

DivRec (u) = −

X

P (k|u) log2 (P (k|u))

(3.3.10)

k∈K

where K is the set of categories existed in the current recommendation list, and
P (k|u) is the proportion of the entire items recommended to user u made up of the
items belonging to the category k.
The parameters θk in Eq. 3.3.9 are obtained during the training process in the following way. Formally, we first simplify the formula by letting θT = [θ0 , θ1 , θ2 , θ3 , θ4 , θ5 ]
and x = [1, ps1c , ps2c , ps3c , ps4c , ps5c ], where user c belongs to the training set. Therefore,
Pm
1
(i)
(i) 2
Divps (c) = θT x = hθ (x). We then define the cost function as J(θ) = 2m
i=1 (hθ (x ) − y ) ,
where m is the number of training examples, hθ (x(i) ) denotes the estimated diversity
preference for the ith training example using the parameters θ, and y (i) denotes the
actual diversity preference derived from the ith training example’s behavior records
via Shannon Entropy (see Eq. 3.2.2). We can then get the vector θ by minimizing the cost function J(θ). Specifically, we repeat updating θj until convergence:
θj = θj − a ∂θ∂ j J(θ), where the parameter a denotes the learning rate, and the partial
derivation is calculated as:
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m
∂
∂ 1 X
2
(hθ (x(i) ) − y (i) )
J(θ) =
∂θj
∂θj 2m i=1
m

1 ∂ X
2
=
(hθ (x(i) ) − y (i) )
2m ∂θj i=1
m

1 X
∂
(hθ (x(i) ) − y (i) )
= 2×
(hθ (x(i) ) − y (i) )
2m i=1
∂θj
m

1X
(i)
=
(hθ (x(i) ) − y (i) )xj
m i=1

We postulate that our approach as described above can achieve personalization
in diversity. For instance, an item equipped with the capability of diversifying the
recommendation list might be added if the user is expected to have strong diversity
preference according to her/his personality values. Otherwise, more similar items
will be included in the recommendation list. Moreover, our personality-based diversity adjusting strategy can be applicable in the cold-start setting because personality
is used to measure user-user similarity in collaborative filtering.

3.4
3.4.1

Experiment Design
Data Set

The experiment was carried out on Douban Interest Group dataset collected in
our user survey (see Section 3.2). To the best of our knowledge, relative to the
other datasets that also contain users’ personality values, our dataset is the largest
(1,706 users, vs. 250 in [24] and 181 in [33]). It also includes users’ preference
data, with 34,311 group joining records from those 1,706 users in 2,396 groups
(e.g., user u joins group i). As explicit ratings are not available in this dataset,
we quantified the user u’s preference for group i based on her/his implicit behavior
feedback: tu,i = hu, i, ru,i i, where ru,i is the normalized activity degree in the range
[0,1] (treated as a virtual rating). Formally, the activity degree ru,i is calculated as:
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ru,i = N umlikes (u, i) + N umrecommendations (u, i) + N umcomments (u, i)

(3.4.11)

where N umlikes (u, i), N umrecommendations (u, i), and N umcomments (u, i) respectively
denote the number of likes, the number of recommendations, and the number of
comments provided by the user u in group i. In social networking sites, “Like”,
“Recommend”, and “Comment” have been commonly regarded as typical activities
users have often done to express their opinions and emotions [45]. According to the
statistics in Douban Interest Group dataset, the average numbers of likes, recommendations, and comments per user in respect of a group are 15.7 (st.d.=26.8), 13.2
(st.d.=5.2), and 29.8 (st.d.=93.4) respectively. Therefore, we combined these activities linearly with equal weights, not only because their mean values have similar
orders of magnitude, but also because all of the activities can reflect users’ preference [112, 148]. The activity degree is then normalized into [0,1] via the logarithmic
form of normalization: ru,i =

log10 ru,i
,
log10 max

where max gives the maximum value among

all of the samples.

3.4.2

Evaluation Procedure and Metrics

We randomly selected 80% of the 1,706 users to train the model and then tested on
the remaining 20% users. During the training phase, the parameters wk in Eq. 3.3.4
and θk in Eq. 3.3.9 were derived with training users’ behavior records and personality
values. During the prediction phase, for each test user, we randomly selected a subset
of her/his behavior records to calculate the hybrid user-user similarity via Eq. 3.3.6.
In the cold-start setting, the amount of each test user’s behavior records varies in
the range from 0 to 5: “0” refers to the pure cold-start scenario, and “5” indicates
that each test user has five behavior records used for training.
We performed 10-fold cross validation, and evaluated the recommendation performance in terms of both accuracy and diversity.
Specifically, we measured accuracy via the commonly used metrics including
precision, recall, F1-score, and nDCG:
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• Precision [120] is a measure of exactness: precision =

|R∩T |
,
|R|

where R is the

set of recommended groups, and T is the set of groups actually joined by the user.
• Recall [120] is a measure of completeness: recall =

|R∩T |
,
|T |

which refers to the

proportion of joined groups that are included in the recommendation list.
• F1-score [120] is a combination of precision and recall: F 1-score =

2×precision×recall
.
precision+recall

• nDCG [87] refers to the normalized discounted cumulative gain, which is a
measure of ranking accuracy where positions are discounted logarithmically. Formally, the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) accumulated at a particular rank position
p
P
2reli −1
, where reli = 1 if the item is contained in real
p is defined as DCGp =
log2 (i+1)
i=1

data; otherwise reli = 0.
On the other hand, we measured diversity via three metrics including α-nDCG,
Adaptive α-nDCG and our proposed Diversity Fitness (DivFit), where α-nDCG
is a standard metric used to calculate the diversity degree within recommendation
list, while Adaptive α-nDCG and DivFit are used to measure personalization in
diversity.
• α-nDCG is a popularly-used metric to evaluate the diversity considering the
ranking position [39]. It scores a ranking by rewarding newly-found items and
penalizing the “nuggets already seen”. In our experiment, we used group types as
“nuggets”. Formally, the gain vector of α-nDCG is defined as [39]:

G[k] =

X

u

P (iuk ∈ c) × (1 − α)qc,k−1

(3.4.12)

c∈C
u
where qc,k−1
=

Pk−1
j=1

P (iuj ∈ c), which denotes the number of groups ranked up to

u
position k − 1 that contain type c in the recommendation list for user u (qc,0
= 0).

In addition, P (iuk ∈ c) = 1 if the kth group in the recommendation list for user
u contains type c; otherwise, P (iuk ∈ c) = 0. α is a constant set to control the
magnitude of penalty for redundant recommendations with the aim of balancing
relevance and diversity (higher value of α indicates the larger penalty). We set
α = 0.5 in our experiment to give equal importance to relevance and diversity,
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which is also a default value used in the diversity task of TREC 2009 Web track10 .
• Adaptive α-nDCG is an advanced version of α-nDCG, which measures the
degree to which diversity is personalized for each user by incorporating a personalization factor P (c|u). Concretely, the gain vector of Adaptive α-nDCG is defined
as [54]:

G0 [k] =

X

u

P (iuk ∈ c) × P (c|u) × (1 − α0 )qc,k−1

(3.4.13)

c∈C

where P (c|u) refers to the relative appearance of group type c among all the groups
user u has joined previously. Similar to Eq. 3.4.12, α’ is a factor to penalize the
redundancy of items in a rank list, which is determined based on pre-trials. Large
value of α’ diminishes the influence of P (c|u).
• Diversity Fitness (DivFit) is our newly proposed metric to measure the
personalization in diversity, which concretely calculates the fitness between the diversity degree DivRec (u) within the top-N recommendation list and the user’s actual
diversity preference DivAct (u):
k

DivF it =

1X
|DivAct (u) − DivRec (u)|
k u=1

(3.4.14)

where k is the number of test users. DivRec (u) is calculated by means of Shannon Entropy over the group types these recommended items belong to (refer to
Eq. 3.3.10), and DivAct (u) is calculated based on user u’s actual behavior records
via Shannon Entropy (refer to Eq. 3.2.2). A smaller DivF it means that the diversity
of the recommendation list has a better fit to the user’s actual diversity preference.

10

https://trec.nist.gov/data/web09.html
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Table 3.2:

Summary of compared methods
Personalized
Diversity

Algorithm

diversity
oriented
oriented

Personality-based greedy
Our method

√

√

√

√

re-ranking (PB Greedy)
Step 1 of PB Greedy:
Personality-based collaborative
Variations

filtering (PB Step1)
Step 2 of PB Greedy:

of our

Personality-based diversity

method

adjusting (PB Step2)
Baseline: Rating-based
collaborative filtering (RB) [146]
Basic greedy re-ranking

√

(GreedyRR) [17]
Maximal Marginal Relevance

Related
methods

√

(MMR) [22]
Adaptive Maximal Marginal

√

√

√

√

Relevance (AdaMMR) [50]
Clustering-based collaborative
filtering (Clustering) [54]

3.4.3

Compared Methods

We compared our approach with five related methods, as well as two variations
of our approach (i.e., PB Step1 and PB Step2). These algorithms can be classified
into three categories: non-diversity-oriented (RB and PB Step1 ), diversity-oriented
(GreedyRR and MMR), and personalized diversity-oriented (AdaMMR, Clustering,
and PB Step2 ) (see summary in Table 3.2). The detailed description of each method
is given below.
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Non-diversity-oriented methods
• RB [146]: RB is the standard rating-based CF. Referring to Eq. 3.3.5, the
user-user similarity is calculated only on the basis of users’ behavior records, where
ru,i denotes user u’s normalized activity degree in group i (see Eq. 3.4.11). The user
u’s preference for an unknown group can then be obtained by replacing Simpr(u, v)
with Simr(u, v) in Eq. 3.3.7.
• PB Step1: This method only includes the first step of our proposed personalitybased greedy re-ranking approach (see Figure 3.6). That is, personality is only used
to measure users’ preference for items, but not for adjusting recommendations’ diversity.

Diversity-oriented methods
• GreedyRR [17]: The framework of the basic Greedy re-ranking approach is
similar to ours. The main difference lies in the definition of the objective function.
In GreedyRR, the primary objective is to optimize the trade-off between similarity
and diversity (see Eq. 3.4.15), but individual users’ diversity preference is not taken
into consideration:

Scoref inal (u, i) = λ ∗ ScoreP ref (u, i) + (1 − λ) ∗ DivR∪{i} (u)

(3.4.15)

where ScoreP ref (u, i) refers to the user u’s preference for group i, which can be estimated by the rating-based CF (i.e., RB). DivR∪{i} (u) represents the diversity degree
within the recommendation list for u after adding group i, which can be calculated
via Shannon Entropy (Eq. 3.3.10). λ denotes the adjusting parameter, which can
be determined through experimental trials (the same as adjusting parameters β in
Eq. 3.3.3, and γ in Eq. 3.4.16 and Eq. 3.4.17).
• MMR [22]: The Maximal Marginal Relevance is a measure for quantifying
the extent of dissimilarity between the item currently being considered and those
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already selected. Higher MMR means the considered item is not only relevant to the
user’s preference but also contains minimal similarity to previously selected items.
With MMR, the objective function (Eq. 3.3.3,) is redefined as:

Scoref inal (u, i) = γ ∗ ScoreP ref (u, i) − (1 − γ) ∗ maxj∈T Sim(i, j)

(3.4.16)

where Sim denotes a similarity score between the “item under consideration” and
“an item that has already been selected” with respect to the group types they belong
to, which is calculated by Jaccard Index [50], and γ is used to control the similaritydiversity balance (higher γ leads to higher similarity, whereas lower γ results in
higher diversity).

Personalized diversity-oriented methods
• AdaMMR [50]: Di et al. proposed an Adaptive Maximal Marginal Relevance
to customize the degree of recommendation diversity for the Top-N recommendation
list. Their main assumption is that users who have explored items with different
properties in the past might be more willing to accept diverse recommendations at
present. To be specific, they considered a user’s diversity inclination over different
item attributes, such as the movie’s genre, actor, and director. For instance, given an
attribute a, they interpreted a high entropy as the user’s inclination to choose items
with different values of a. Conversely, a low entropy value was interpreted as the
user’s willingness to choose similar items in terms of that attribute. Therefore, they
defined the similarity measure Sim(i, j) in Eq. 3.4.16 as Sim(i, j) =

P

ωa ·Sima (i,j)
,
max{ωa }·|A|

a∈A

where Sima (i, j) is the similarity score between i and j with respect to attribute a.
For weights ω, if a user has high propensity for diversity w.r.t. an attribute a, high
value will be assigned to ωa . On the contrary, for a user with low propensity for
diversity w.r.t. attribute a, low ωa will be assigned.
For the comparison, in our experiment that involves only one attribute (i.e.,
group type), we revised this method as:
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Scoref inal (u, i) = γ ∗ ScoreP ref (u, i) − (1 − γ) ∗ maxj∈T (Entropynormalize ∗ Sim(i, j))
(3.4.17)
We used the normalized entropy (in range [0,1]) as weight to adjust the itemitem similarity, for which the entropy is calculated with the user’s behavior records
(refer to Eq. 3.2.2).
• Clustering [54]: The core idea of this method is, because different users’
propensities for diversity may be different, a pre-filtering clustering approach was
proposed to group users with similar levels of diversity preference. Specifically, a
user’s diversity preference was computed as the distribution over categories (i.e.,
group types in our case) in her/his user profile. For the target user, the closest
cluster was assigned through a partition-based K-Medoids clustering algorithm [93].
Then, the standard rating-based CF (i.e., RB) was performed on the cluster of users
that the target user belongs to.
• PB Step2: As the other variation of our approach, personality is only used to
adjust recommendation diversity (i.e., Step 2 of PB Greedy), but users’ preference
for items are purely predicted with their behavior records without considering their
personality values.

3.5

Results and Analysis

In our experiment, we set N as 10 (the number of items in a recommendation
list). The optimal values of parameters in all the methods were identified through
experimental trials. Specifically, the neighborhood size for CF is set as 300, the
learning rate a of the gradient descent in Eq. 3.3.9 is set as 0.005, the penalty
parameter α’ in the metric Adaptive α-nDCG (Eq. 3.4.13) is set as 0.1, the adjusting
parameter β in Eq. 3.3.3 is 0.9, λ in basic greedy re-ranking (Eq. 3.4.15) is 0.5, and
γ in the MMR-based approaches (Eq. 3.4.16 and Eq. 3.4.17) is 0.5.
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3.5.1

Cold-Start Scenarios

First of all, we compared those methods in cold-start scenarios (the number of
training records used for each test user ranges from 0 to 5).
In terms of the recommendation accuracy (see Figures 3.7), we can see only
our proposed personality-based greedy re-ranking approach (PB Greedy) and the
variation PB Step1 are able to produce recommendations in the pure cold-start
condition (i.e., the number of training records is 0), which is because they take into
account user personality in the recommendation process. The comparison between
these two methods further shows that PB Greedy performs better, probably because
it additionally achieves personalization in diversity which is tailored to individual
users’ intrinsic needs based on their personality.
Then, when test users’ behavior records (used for training) increase from 1 to
5 (1 ≤ N um ≤ 5), we find that all of the methods obtain significant improvements against the baseline rating-based CF (RB) (p < 0.05 via two-tailed paired
t-test). Among them, our approach performs the best regarding the metrics precision, recall, F1-score, and nDCG, followed by AdaMMR that is also personalized
diversity oriented. PB Step1, which does not consider using personality to adjust
recommendation diversity, is the third best. Relatively, the accuracy of PB Step2
and Clustering is lower. As for PB Step2, it is possibly because of its difficulty in
predicting users’ preference with few behavior records. For Clustering, it is probably
due to the lack of sufficient training data to cluster users, which may lead to biases
in locating neighbors.
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Figure 3.7:

(a) Precision

(b) Recall

(c) F1-score

(d) nDCG

Comparison of different algorithms’ recommendation accuracy in cold

start scenarios (N um refers to the number of behavior records from each test
user used in the training phase).
Dashed lines with diamond markers indicate the non-diversity-oriented methods;
Dash-dot lines with triangle markers indicate the diversity-oriented methods;
Solid lines with square markers indicate the personalized diversity-oriented
methods.
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On the other hand, Figure 3.8 illustrates the diversity performance of these
compared recommendation approaches. Regarding the diversity metric α-nDCG
(see Figure 3.8a), the diversity-oriented approaches perform best, where MMR performs slightly better than GreedyRR (p > 0.05). The possible reason is that their
main idea of maximizing the recommendation diversity enables them to reduce the
penalty of recommending redundant items, and consequently increase the value of
α-nDCG [39]. In comparison, the personalized diversity-oriented approaches (e.g.,
PB Greedy, AdaMMR, PB Step2, and Clustering) achieve relatively worse diversity performance, probably because they tend to produce more similar items within
a recommendation list when a user has low diversity preference, which discounts
the gains in α-nDCG (refer to Eq. 3.4.12). However, both of these two types of
diversity-oriented approaches perform significantly (p < 0.05) better than PB Step1
and the baseline RB which generate the recommendations without taking diversity
into consideration.
With respect to the personalized diversity metrics Adaptive α-nDCG (see Figure 3.8b, the higher, the better) and DivF it (see Figure 3.8c, the lower, the better),
we obtain consistent results. That is, compared with the non-diversity-oriented approaches (PB Step1 and baseline RB) and diversity-oriented methods (MMR and
GreedyRR), the methods that consider individual users’ diversity preference perform significantly better (p < 0.05), among which our approach PB Greedy achieves
the best result, followed by AdaMMR, PB Step2, and Clustering. As for GreedyRR
and MMR, they even perform worse than the non-diversity-oriented methods, which
is probably because presenting diverse recommendations to those who actually have
low diversity preference leads to great deviation in achieving personalization in diversity. Combined with the results of α-nDCG (refer to Figure 3.8a), it is reasonable to
see that the “one-size-fits-all” solutions that attempt to maximize recommendation
diversity for all users may not be suitable for matching individual users’ inherent
propensity for diversity.
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(a) α-nDCG

(b) Adaptive α-nDCG

(c) DivFit
Figure 3.8:

Comparison of different algorithms’ recommendation diversity in cold

start scenarios.
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3.5.2

Overall Comparisons Involving Non Cold-Start Scenarios

In addition to the cold-start setting, we also evaluated the effectiveness of our approach in non-cold-start scenarios, where each test user is equipped with more than
5 behavior records for training (up to 20 due to Figure 3.5).
The overall comparison results in respect of accuracy metrics are shown in Tables
3.3 and 3.4, where we can see when test users have more behavior records for training,
all of the methods’ accuracy values are improved. This observation is reasonable,
because incorporating more behavior records may allow these methods to better
understand users’ preference. Moreover, we find our proposed personality-based
greedy re-ranking method (PB Greedy) still significantly (p < 0.05) outperforms
the other seven methods in the non cold-start scenarios, but its “improvement percentage”11 against the baseline RB is decreasing (see Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b),
which may be because the rating-based similarity will account for higher weight
than that based on personality when calculating the final user-user similarity (refer
to Eq. 3.3.6). Relatively, the rating-based CF achieves better accuracy performance
when more behavior data are available for locating nearest neighbors.
In order to identify the actual role of personality in each step of our proposed
approach, we compared the accuracy improvement percentage of our approach PB
Greedy and two variations (i.e., PB Step1 and PB Step2) (see Figure 3.9). PB Step1, which only uses personality to estimate users’ preference for items, performs better than PB Step2 regarding accuracy metrics in the cold-start scenarios
(1 ≤ N um ≤ 5), suggesting that personality might be more useful in enhancing the
user-user similarity calculation when the user has few behavior records for training. Relatively, PB Step2 can be superior to PB Step1 when users have at least
10 training records, indicating that utilizing personality to adjust recommendation
diversity might be more valuable to improve the recommendation accuracy when
the behavior records are sufficient for training.
11

Improvementpercentage =

V aluetestmodel −V alueBaseline
.
V alueBaseline
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Table 3.3:

Num refers to the number of the test user’s

The value inside the parenthesis indicates the improvement percentage against the baseline RB

Overall comparison results in respect of accuracy metric F1-score (note :

behavior records used for training.

approach, the number in superscript indicates that the method significantly (p < 0.05) outperforms the referred one in terms of

Num=7

Num=5

Num=3

0.2456

0.2201

0.1862

0.1325

Personalized diversity-oriented methods

(13.28%)1

0.2782

(25.12%)1

0.2754

(43.46%)1

0.2670

(89.82%)1

0.2516

(2720.9%)1

0.1918

0.2944

(14.76%)1

0.2818

(21.58%)1

0.2676

(37.16%)1

0.2553

(75.02%)1

0.2320

(2427.3%)1

0.1783

GreedyRR3

(8.49%)1

0.2851

(7.89%)1

0.2650

(10.71%)1

0.2437

(17.68%)1

0.2191

(48.86%)1

0.1973

(1915.6%)1

0.1370

MMR4

0.3958

(40.66%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.3696

(45.67%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.3577

(57.88%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.3475

(76.03%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.3277

(130.07%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.3049

(3440.8%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.2407

(24.62%)1

0.3661

(28.94%)1

0.3388

(32.89%)1

0.3263

(41.55%)1

0.3116

(58.36%)1

0.2948

(101.30%)1

0.2668

(2711.4%)1

0.1912

AdaMMR6

(15.09%)1

0.3381

(18.39%)1

0.3111

(17.46%)1

0.2885

(12.60%)1

0.2478

(11.81%)1

0.2081

(20.72%)1

0.1599

(51.60%)1

0.0103

Clustering7

(16.65%)1

0.3427

(18.98%)1

0.3126

(18.50%)1

0.2910

(22.11%)1

0.2688

(21.58%)1

0.2263

(34.30%)1

0.1780

(46.95%)1

0.0099

PB Step28

Diversity-oriented methods

the corresponding metric, and the best result in each line is in bold face)
Non-diversity-

0.3004

(12.04%)1

0.3151

(34.75%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

Our method:

(14.34%)1

0.3166

(7.26%)1

PB Greedy5

0.3281

(7.76%)1

PB Step12

oriented methods
Baseline:
RB1

(11.70%)1

Accuracy Metric: F1-score

Num=10

0.2628

0.0068

Num=15

0.2938

Num=1

Num=20
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0.3098

0.3590

0.4092

0.4237

0.4348

Num=7

Num=10

Num=15

Num=20

0.2302

Num=3

Num=5

0.0188

Num=1

Accuracy Metric: nDCG

RB1

Baseline:

0.2964
(1478.7%)1
0.3794
(72.61%)1
0.4460
(43.97%)1
0.4549
(26.71%)1
0.4643
(13.48%)1
0.4727
(11.56%)1
0.4938
(13.58%)1

(1642.9%)1
0.4145
(80.03%)1
0.4561
(47.23%)1
0.4574
(27.42%)1
0.4739
(15.82%)1
0.4847
(14.39%)1
0.5035
(15.80%)1

GreedyRR3

(6.25%)1

0.4619

(5.20%)1

0.4458

(5.32%)1

0.4309

(17.93%)1

0.4233

(32.63%)1

0.4109

(63.67%)1

0.3769

(1405.4%)1

0.2829

MMR4

Diversity-oriented methods

(40.10%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.6091

(42.71%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.6047

(47.34%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.6029

(66.45%)1,2,3,4,5,7,8

0.5975

(87.24%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.5801

(125.92%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.5202

(1795.1%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.3558

PB Greedy5

Our method:

(33.65%)1

0.5811

(34.72%)1

0.5708

(37.90%)1

0.5642

(52.48%)1

0.5474

(71.33%)1

0.5308

(100.59%)1

0.4618

(1634.8%)1

0.3257

AdaMMR6

(24.58%)1

0.5416

(15.92%)1

0.4912

(10.75%)1

0.4532

(11.30%)1

0.3995

(13.44%)1

0.3514

(27.65%)1

0.2939

(11.26%)1

0.0209

Clustering7

(27.63%)1

0.5549

(21.85%)1

0.5163

(17.45%)1

0.4805

(25.28%)1

0.4497

(24.39%)1

0.3853

(37.26%)1

0.3160

(409.71%)1

0.0957

PB Step28

Personalized diversity-oriented methods

Overall comparison results in respect of accuracy metric nDCG

0.3272

PB Step12

oriented methods

Non-diversity-

Table 3.4:

(a) Improvement percentage in terms of F1-score

(b) Improvement percentage in terms of nDCG
Figure 3.9:

Accuracy improvement percentage of our approach PB Greedy and two

variations (i.e., PB Step1 and PB Step2) with the increase of Num (the number
of the test user’s behavior records used for training) (Note:
logarithm scale measured as log10 (Improvementpercentage ∗ 100)).
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LOGIP is the

Tables 3.5-3.7 shows the overall comparison results w.r.t. diversity metrics in
both cold-start and non-cold-start scenarios. Similar to the accuracy results presented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, we observe that all the methods’ diversity performances
are enhanced when incorporating more behavior records of test users for training.
However, the absolute value of the diversity improvement percentage is lower relative to that of accuracy, especially in the cold-start setting. For instance, when the
test user has only one behavior record used for training, the maximum improvement
percentages of diversity and accuracy are 21.85% (via MMR) and 3440.8% (via PB
Greedy) respectively. The results suggest that accuracy may be more sensitive to
the size of training data, compared to diversity.
In addition, we find MMR still performs the best in terms of the diversity metric
α-nDCG in the non cold-start condition. As for the metrics of measuring personalization of diversity (i.e., Adaptive α-nDCG and DivFit), our proposed personalitybased greedy re-ranking method (PB Greedy) always significantly outperforms the
other seven methods (p < 0.05) when the number of training data increases.
Moreover, as it can be seen in Figure 3.10a, when richer behavior records are
included in training, it shows a downward trend of the improvement percentage
w.r.t. the diversity metric α-nDCG for all of the three personality-based methods
PB Greedy, PB Step1, and PB Step2. One possible reason is that we give equal
weights to relevance and diversity in α-nDCG (i.e., α=0.5, see Eq. 3.4.12), which
means the gains will be discounted based on both recommendation position and
redundancy. Specifically, in the cold-start setting, our methods that incorporate
personality information can perform better than the baseline RB in terms of both
accuracy and diversity (refer to Figures 3.7 and 3.8a). Relatively, in the non-coldstart scenarios, the gap of the accuracy between our personality-based methods and
the baseline RB may be reduced, which leads to the lower improvement percentage
in terms of α-nDCG. On the other hand, regarding the two metrics that measure
the personalization in diversity (i.e., Adaptive α-nDCG (Figure 3.10b) and DivFit
(Figure 3.10c)), the improvement percentages of our personalized diversity-oriented
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methods PB Greedy and PB Step2 steadily go up with the increase of the training
data size. It is likely because larger amount of behavior records enables these methods to better reveal users’ preference for diversity and hence more accurately adjust
the diversity degree.

3.6

Discussion

Summary of Our Experimental Findings
To sum up, the experimental results show that our personality-based greedy reranking approach outperforms the other compared methods (including both nondiversity-oriented and diversity-oriented methods) in terms of both accuracy and
personalized diversity metrics, in both cold-start and non-cold-start scenarios.
Our experiment also identifies the specific impact of personality on different
levels of sparsity of the datasets. In particular, according to the value of accuracy
improvement percentage, we found that when users have less than 5 behavior records
for training (i.e., in the cold-start setting), our method personality-based greedy reranking approach achieves much higher recommendation accuracy relative to the
baseline rating-based collaborative filtering method. However, when the number of
training data increases up to 20 (which is the average number of groups joined by
our users), the gap between our method and the baseline becomes much smaller.
Similar observations are also found for the variation of our method PB Step1, where
personality is only used to measure users’ preference for items rather than adjust
recommendations’ diversity. These results imply that personality might be more
valuable in improving recommendation accuracy in cold-start scenarios because it
can help compensate for the lack of behavior data for training so as to locate the
nearest neighbors more precisely.
On the other hand, regarding the value of personalized diversity improvement
percentage, we observed that both our method PB Greedy and the two variations
PB Step1 and PB Step2 achieve much better personalized diversity when more than
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five behavior records are available for training, which indicates that the personalization degree of recommendation diversity could be improved and balanced well
with recommendation accuracy when there is richer behavior history. In addition,
although the diversity-oriented methods such as the Maximal Marginal Relevance
approach and the basic Greedy Re-ranking approach can generally obtain good performance in respect of the traditional diversity metric in both cold-start and noncold-start settings, they are unlikely to meet individual users’ inherent propensity
for diversity.
In our view, this research brings several practical implications to recommender
systems. First of all, users’ diversity preference can be inferred from their personality
traits to a certain extent. Compared with related personalized diversity-oriented
approaches that are based on behavior data [50, 54], our personality-based approach
allows the system to dynamically adjust recommendation diversity in both cold-start
and non-cold-start scenarios. Therefore, we believe personality can be more useful in
recommender systems to assist the system in better understanding users’ inherent
preference from the psychological aspect, and hence providing more personalized
services. The drawback is that it might be a bit time consuming by explicitly
acquiring users’ personality through questionnaire (though the 44-item BFI adopted
in our work can actually be completed within 5 minutes [88]). Thus, in the future,
we will consider how to implicitly elicit users’ personality from their generated data.
For example, we may infer their personality from behavior data collected in one or
multiple source domains, and then use it to address the cold-start issue in the target
domain.
Secondly, our approach can be effective to improve both recommendation ranking
accuracy (i.e., the metrics Precision, Recall, F1-score, and nDCG) and personalized
diversity (the metrics Adaptive α-nDCG and DivFit). In other words, our system
can not only determine the correct order of a set of items for each user, but also
adjust the degree of recommendation diversity that may better match the user’s
diversity preference.
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Table 3.5:
Non-diversity-

Overall comparison results in respect of diversity metric α-nDCG

Personalized diversity-oriented methods

0.4055
(19.33%)1

0.4440

GreedyRR3

0.4593

(21.85%)1,2,6,7,8

0.4534

MMR4

(17.35%)1

0.4477

(17.42%)1

0.4369

(14.25%)1

0.4359

(13.84%)1

0.4236

AdaMMR6

(10.40%)1

0.4212

(11.61%)1

0.4153

Clustering7

(12.06%)1

0.4275

(12.75%)1

0.4195

PB Step28

Diversity-oriented methods

(8.99%)
0.4549

(20.39%)1,2,6,7,8

Our method:

0.4091

(19.23%)1

0.4440

(6.59%)

0.4336

(6.64%)

0.4270

(6.36%)

0.4234

(6.90%)

0.4128

(11.90%)1

0.4687

(13.48%)1

0.4616

(14.71%)1

0.4594

(15.04%)1

0.4580

(18.08%)1

0.4560

(14.65%)1,2,6,7,8

0.4802

(16.93%)1,2,6,7,8

0.4756

(17.63%)1,2,6,7,8

0.4711

(16.99%)1,2,6,7,8

0.4658

(20.31%)1,2,6,7,8

0.4646

(9.83%)1

0.4600

(11.47%)1

0.4534

(13.11%)1

0.4530

(13.56%)1

0.4521

(16.32%)1

0.4492

(9.50%)1

0.4586

(11.63%)1

0.4541

(12.35%)1

0.4499

(11.75%)1

0.4449

(14.19%)1

0.4410

(7.92%)1

0.4520

(8.78%)1

0.4425

(9.41%)1

0.4381

(8.75%)1

0.4330

(10.15%)1

0.4254

(8.52%)1

0.4545

(9.49%)1

0.4454

(10.01%)1

0.4406

(10.03%)1

0.4381

(11.84%)1

0.4319

PB Greedy5

(7.22%)

PB Step12

oriented methods
Baseline:
RB1

0.3862

(6.00%)

Diversity Metric: α-nDCG

Num=5

0.3981

0.3721

Num=7

0.4005

Num=1

Num=10

0.4068

0.3815

Num=15

0.4189

Num=3

Num=20
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PB Step12

0.4502

0.4534

0.4576

0.4605

0.4643

Num=7

Num=10

Num=15

Num=20

0.4441

Num=3

Num=5

0.4383

Num=1

0.4105
(-6.34%)
0.4236
(-4.62%)
0.4367
(-3.00%)
0.4397
(-3.01%)
0.4410
(-3.64%)
0.4460
(-3.13%)
0.4523
(-2.60%)

(3.39%)
0.4616
(3.94%)
0.4703
(4.46%)
0.4743
(4.61%)
0.4783
(4.52%)
0.4818
(4.63%)
0.4854
(4.54%)

GreedyRR3

0.4531

Diversity Metric: Adaptive α-nDCG

RB1

Baseline:

(-3.67%)

0.4473

(-4.42%)

0.4401

(-4.85%)

0.4354

(-5.24%)

0.4297

(-4.92%)

0.4281

(-5.27%)

0.4207

(-7.55%)

0.4051

MMR4

Diversity-oriented methods

0.5569
(19.93%)1

(21.12%)1,2,3,4,7,8

(18.49%)1

(19.62%)1,2,3,4,7,8
0.5624

0.5456

(16.25%)1

(18.80%)1,2,3,4,7,8
0.5508

0.5320

(15.15%)1

(17.72%)1,2,3,4,7,8
0.5436

0.5221

(14.07%)1

(16.71%)1,2,3,4,7,8
0.5338

0.5136

(9.91%)1

(13.34%)1,2,3,4,7,8
0.5255

0.4881

(6.08%)1

(11.92%)1,2,3,4,7,8
0.5033

0.4649

AdaMMR6

0.4905

PB Greedy5

Our method:

(10.16%)

0.5115

(8.86%)

0.5013

(6.73%)

0.4884

(5.68%)

0.4792

(5.45%)

0.4748

(4.78%)

0.4653

(4.36%)

0.4573

Clustering7

(9.95%)

0.5156

(9.01%)

0.5060

(8.67%)

0.5011

(7.82%)

0.4919

(6.28%)

0.4804

(5.57%)

0.4702

(4.85%)

0.4606

PB Step28

Personalized diversity-oriented methods

Overall comparison results in respect of diversity metric Adaptive α-nDCG

oriented methods

Non-diversity-

Table 3.6:

Table 3.7:
Non-diversity-

0.1101

Overall comparison results in respect of diversity metric DivFit

Personalized diversity-oriented methods

0.1045

PB Step12

(-3.32%)

0.1230

GreedyRR3

0.1270

(-7.83%)

0.1283

MMR4

(43.90%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0637

(41.37%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0698

(31.71%)1

0.0775

(29.53%)1

0.0839

AdaMMR6

(17.84%)1

0.0933

(14.10%)1

0.1022

Clustering7

(24.11%)1

0.0862

(21.20%)1

0.0939

PB Step28

Diversity-oriented methods

(12.23%)1
0.1191

(-11.81%)

Our method:

0.0946
(-4.86%)

(17.64%)1

0.0802

(17.82%)1

0.0839

(17.92%)1

0.0870

(18.37%)1

0.0898

(17.32%)1

0.0911

(10.02%)

0.0876

(13.01%)

0.0888

(11.38%)

0.0940

(-1.33%)

0.1114

(-6.02%)

0.1168

(2.01%)

0.0954

(4.22%)

0.0977

(2.64%)

0.1032

(-9.21%)

0.1201

(-10.35%)

0.1215

(50.90%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0478

(49.67%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0514

(49.16%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0539

(48.93%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0562

(46.94%)1,2,3,4,6,7,8

0.0584

(43.14%)1

0.0553

(34.35%)1

0.0670

(35.12%)1

0.0688

(36.23%)1

0.0701

(35.56%)1

0.0710

(17.06%)1

0.0807

(18.23%)1

0.0835

(17.38%)1

0.0876

(19.07%)1

0.0890

(18.01%)1

0.0903

(30.50%)1

0.0677

(29.14%)1

0.0723

(28.26%)1

0.0761

(27.65%)1

0.0796

(26.93%)1

0.0805

PB Greedy5

(16.69%)1

oriented methods
Baseline:
RB1
Diversity Metric: DivFit

Num=5

0.1099

0.1190

Num=7

0.1060

Num=1

Num=10

0.1020

0.1135

Num=15

0.0973

Num=3

Num=20
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(a) Improvement percentage in terms of α-nDCG

(b) Improvement percentage in terms of Adaptive α-nDCG

(c) Improvement percentage in terms of DivFit
Figure 3.10:

Diversity improvement percentage of our approach PB Greedy and two

variations (i.e., PB Step1 and PB Step2) with the increase of Num (the number of
the test user’s behavior records used for training).
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Thirdly, as the traditional diversity metrics such as α-nDCG do not take into
account the degree of personalization in recommendation diversity, in this work we
proposed a new metric called Diversity Fitness (DivFit). Through calculating the
fitness between the diversity degree within the top-N recommendation list and the
user’s actual diversity preference, DivFit enables to measure whether a method could
deliver proper amount of diversity within their recommendations, being tailored to
individual users’ needs.
Fourthly, the performance of re-ranking method used in this work is good, which
inspires us to apply it to other recommendation applications. For instance, on
one hand, similar to this work, we may re-rank the items according to different
recommendation evaluation metrics, such as accuracy, diversity, novelty, serendipity,
usability and so on. On the other hand, we may also consider using this method to
combine different recommendation algorithms. Probably, the recommended items
could be generated by users’ long-term preference basically, and then their shorttime interests or some context information could be applied to re-rank the items.

Limitations
In designing our approach for personalized recommendation diversity, we used the
neighborhood-based collaborative filtering due to their simple interpretation, where
the user-item ratings stored in the system (i.e., the virtual scores transferred from
users’ implicit behavior feedback) are directly used to predict ratings for new items
[48]. However, this kind of method may be sensitive to sparse data because two users
are unlikely to have common ratings when few ratings are available. Moreover,
the user-user similarity computation turns out to be the performance bottleneck,
which in turn may make the whole process unsuitable for real-time recommendation
generation [132]. Therefore, in the future, it might be interesting to consider the
model-based approach, whose main idea is to model user-item interactions as factors
representing latent characteristics of the users and items in the system and then
predict ratings of users for new items with the latent factors [18]. In addition,
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besides the basic greedy re-ranking technique explored in our work, we may use
other optimization strategies such as bounded greedy selection because they may
help reduce calculation complexity by decreasing the number of iteration cycles
[17, 143]. Another potential limitation of our current work is that the proposed
approach may suffer the filter bubble problem [113], because similar items will be
recommended to a user if s/he is estimated to have low diversity preference, which
may stop her/him from exploring a broader space of options.
As for the dataset we used in this work, due to the lack of explicit ratings, we
estimate a user’s preference for a group based on her/his activity degree (i.e., linearly combining the number of likes, comments, and recommendations s/he performed
in the group). On one hand, we assign equal weights to these activities, which,
however, could be enhanced as they may reflect different preferences of the user.
On the other hand, more implicit measures such as user’s viewing time or clicking
frequency could be considered as well. We may also consider the other approaches
to transform the user’s implicit feedback to the explicit rating. For example, Hu et
al. [85] treated the implicit behavior as the indication of positive and negative preference associated with vastly varying confidence levels, which has been proven to be
useful in generating recommendations. In addition, the effectiveness of our proposed
personalized diversity metric (Diversity Fitness) should be validated through more
experiments.

3.7

Summary

In this chapter, we mainly focused on tackling the problem of how to achieve personalized diversity tailored to individual users’ intrinsic needs. We first conducted
a large-scale user survey on Douban Interest Group (that contains user preference
data for various groups) and found that personality traits not only influence users’
preference for diversity, but also have impacts on their preference for group types.
Inspired by the survey’s findings, we proposed a generalized, dynamic personalitybased greedy re-ranking approach to generating the recommendation list. On one
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hand, personality is used to estimate each user’s diversity preference. On the other
hand, personality is leveraged to alleviate the cold-start problem of collaborative filtering recommendations. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach
significantly outperforms related methods (including both non-diversity-oriented
and diversity-oriented methods) in terms of both accuracy and diversity metrics,
especially in the cold-start setting.
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Chapter 4
Improving Recommendation
Interface Design Based on User
Personality
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have emphasized the importance of diversity in recommender system and further proposed a generalized, dynamic personality-based
greedy re-ranking approach to personalizing recommendation diversity. In fact, in
addition to algorithm design, developing diversity-oriented interface has been proven
effective to augment users’ perception of recommendation diversity. Some interfaces
such as the new visual browsing system Amazon Stream [147] (see the sketch in
Figure 4.1a), the Diversity Donut interface [155] (Figure 4.1b), and the dual social recommender interface [163] (Figure 4.1c) have been proven effective in terms
of helping users recognize the diversity of recommendations. More descriptions of
these interfaces can be referred to Section 2.2.3.
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(a) Sketch of stream interface.

(b) Sketch of donut interface.

(c) Sketch of dual interface [155].
Figure 4.1:

Sketches of diversity-oriented recommendation interfaces.
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In addition, Pu and Chen [121] designed an organization-based interface to display diverse recommendations for e-commerce products, where items with similar
properties are grouped into a category, and diversity across different categories is
maximized (see Figure 4.2). Hu and Pu [83] further conducted a user study to
measure users’ perceptions of this diversity-oriented interface. They found that the
organization-based interface not only enables users to perceive that various kinds
of products are recommended to them, but also increases users’ acceptance of a
recommender system.
However, few studies have investigated the impact of personal factors, such as
personality, on influencing users’ preference for the diversity-oriented recommendation interface. Indeed, personality has been recognized by psychologists as a personal
characteristic that will not only affect users’ attitudes, tastes, and behavior [5], but
also their visual aesthetics [119]. For instance, it is found that personality is associated with users’ preference for the color contrasts, hues, and shapes of the graphical
interface [91]. Additionally, people with different personalities are likely to prefer
different kinds of user interface skins [19].
In this chapter, we are motivated to study whether and how personality will
influence users’ perceptions of and preference for the two types of recommendation
interfaces (i.e., the diversity-oriented organization-based interface (ORG) and the
standard ranked list interface (LIST)). Here we choose ORG as the tested diversityoriented interface is because the target recommendation items we focus on in this
study are e-commerce products. On the other hand, the Amazon Stream, the dual interface, and the Diversity Donut are mainly designed for web search, social
recommendation, and online discussion respectively.
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Specifically, the main contributions are shown as follows:
• We have first conducted a within-subject user study to compare ORG with
LIST. Relative to previous work [82, 83], we have particularly measured users’ perceptions of both interfaces across three product domains, i.e., mobile
phone (high-investment1 and infrequently experienced product), hotel (highinvestment and frequently experienced product), and movie (low-investment
and frequently experienced product). We have observed that users’ preference
and perceptions of different recommendation interface are influenced by the
product types. For instance, when selecting the products that are frequently
experienced such as movie or hotel, users are easier to aware the item-to-item
diversity in the diversity-oriented organization-based interface. In addition,
the organization-based interface can enhance users’ confidence of the recommended items when they select some high-investment and less experienced
products such as mobile phone.
• We have further measured the impact of some personal factors on users’ preference for recommendation interfaces. The experimental results demonstrate
that users’ big-five personality traits and their demographic properties such
as age and gender make significant impacts on their preference for these two
kinds of recommendation interfaces (i.e., the standard ranked list interface
(LIST) and the diversity-oriented organization-based interface (ORG)). For
instance, introverted users tend to use ORG more again in the future than
LIST. Younger users tend to perceive higher competence when using ORG
interface.
• We finally discuss the practical implications and derive two design guidelines
from the experimental results. They should be helpful for developing more
personalized recommendation interface being adjusted to users’ personality.

1

The definition of “investment” rests on purchase price [100, 151].
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Figure 4.2:

The organization-based interface (ORG) with a quadrant layout,

where products with similar properties are grouped into a category, and diversity
across different categories is maximized.
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4.2

Interface Design

The organization-based interface design was originally driven by the idea of combining diversity, tradeoff reasoning, and explanation altogether into recommendations’
presentation [121]. Pu and Chen concretely implemented more than 13 paper prototypes of the interface and derived five design principles through a series of user trials
[121]: 1) Categorize remaining recommendations according to their similar tradeoff
properties relative to the top candidate; 2) Propose improvements and compromises in the category title using conversational language, and keep the number of
tradeoff attributes under five to avoid information overload; 3) Eliminate dominated
categories, and diversify the categories in terms of their titles and contained recommendations; 4) Include actual products in each category; 5) Rank recommendations
within each category by their exchange rates with the top candidate.
Figure 4.2 shows the organization-based interface for finding a mobile phone,
where the recommendations are generated according to users’ initially stated preferences for the product’s attributes and the interface design basically follows the five
design principles mentioned above [121]. To be specific, four steps are included in
producing the interface (the details can be referred to [31, 121]).
Step1: Generate all possible categories. Apriori algorithm [3] is used to
generate all possible categories. Concretely, each recommendation is represented as
a tradeoff vector comprising a set of (attribute, tradeoff ) pairs, where each tradeoff
vector indicates whether the attribute of the recommendation is improved (↑) or
compromised (↓) relative to the top candidate (which is the best matching product
according to the user’s current preference). For example, a mobile phone recommendation can be denoted by a tradeoff vector {(screen size, ↑v ) , (battery, ↑o ),
(performance, ↑o ), (price, ↓v )}, indicating that this mobile phone has better value at screen size and better opinions at battery and performance, but worse value
at price relative to the top recommended mobile phone. More specifically, Value
refers to the attributes’ static specification (e.g., “better value at screen size” means
this mobile phone has a bigger screen size than the top recommended one), while
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Opinion refers to customers’ average rating on this attribute (e.g., “better opinion
at battery” means users rate higher on this mobile phone in respect of the battery
attribute than the top recommended one). The recommendations whose tradeoff
vectors contain the same subset of items are then grouped in the same category.
Step2: Exclude dominated categories. As each recommendation can belong
to more than one category given that it has different subsets of items shared by
different groups of recommendations, it comes to the issue of how to select the
optimal categories to present to users. In this step, the categories which are strictly
dominated by another category are excluded. For example, if a category title C1
is a subset of another category title C2 in terms of the items (attribute, tradeoff )
contained in the title, it will not be presented on the interface.
Step3: Select prominent categories with longer tradeoff distance and
higher diversity degree. Categories are further selected according to two criteria:
1) the maximal tradeoff distance with the top candidate; 2) the maximal diversity
degree among all of the selected categories in terms of their titles and contained
recommendations.
Formally, the tradeoff distance of each category is defined as the average sum of
exchange rates of all recommendations contained in that category (see Eq. 4.2.1):
1
Dis(Ci , T C) =
|SR(Ci )|

|SR(Ci )|

X

ER(R, T C)

(4.2.1)

R∈SR(Ci )

where T C is the top candidate, SR(Ci ) is the set of recommendations contained
in the category Ci , and ER(R, T C) is the exchange rate of the recommendation R
compared to the top candidate (see Eq. 4.2.5). The higher tradeoff distance implies
the higher overall tradeoff benefits a category provides to users (i.e., more gains than
losses).
As for the diversity of two categories, it is determined by both the title diversity
and recommendation diversity (see Eq. 4.2.2).
|SC|
1 X
DivT itle (Ci , Cj ) × DivRec (Ci , Cj )
Div(Ci , SC) =
|SC| C ∈SC
j
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(4.2.2)

where SC denotes the set of categories so far. To be more specific, the title diversity
DivT itle measures the degree of difference between the two item sets (Ci and Cj )
respectively representing the two compared categories titles (see Eq. 4.2.3).
T
|Ci Cj |
DivT itle (Ci , Cj ) = 1 −
|Ci |

(4.2.3)

The recommendation diversity DivRec measures the different amount of recommendations (SR(Ci ) and SR(C, j)) contained in the two compared categories (see
Eq. 4.2.4).
T
|SR(Ci ) SR(Cj )|
DivRec (Ci , Cj ) = 1 −
|SR(Ci ))|

(4.2.4)

During the selection process, the category with the longest tradeoff distance
will be first selected. Then, the second category will be selected if it maximizes
the objective function F (Ci ) in the remaining non-selected categories, where F (Ci )
(=Dis(Ci , T C)×Div(Ci , SC)) is the combination of the category’s tradeoff distance
and diversity degree with respect to the categories selected so far [121]. The subsequent categories are selected based on the same rule and the process will end when
the desired k categories are selected.
Step4: Rank recommendations within a given category by exchange
rate. Specifically, the exchange rate of a recommendation R is formulated via
Eq. 4.2.5:

ER(R, T C) =

p
X

wi × er(vr,i , vtc,i )

(4.2.5)

i=1

where p is the total number of attributes and wi is the weight of attribute i. er is the
exchange rate computed for each attribute, where vr,i and vtc,i are the values of the
ith attribute of R and the top candidate T C respectively. For numeric attributes,
er(vi , vj ) = q ×

vi −vj
range

(where q = 1 if the attribute i is in increasing order (the

higher, the better); and q = −1 if i in decreasing order (the lower, the better)). For
symbolic attributes, if vi 6= vj and vi is preferred to vj , er(vi , vj ) = 1, otherwise
er = 0. In other words, a positive and higher exchange rate means that there are
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potentially more gains than losses of an alternative product compared to the top
candidate.
The recommendation interface is then generated through the above four steps
(see Figure 4.2). In this interface, if the user is interested in a product, s/he can
click the “Interested in” button to save it in the wish list.

4.3
4.3.1

User Study
Materials and Participants

We used the standard ranked list interface (see Figure 4.3 “LIST”) to be compared
with ORG in our experiment. With the aim of verifying whether users’ preference
for recommendation interfaces would interact with the type of product domain, we
accommodated three types of product including mobile phone, hotel, and movie.
It can be seen from Table 4.1 that mobile phone represents a high-investment
and less frequently experienced product, where the definition of investment primarily refers to purchase price [100, 151]. For this kind of electronic products, users may
bear high financial risk if they make a wrong choice. In addition, their initial preference for products are likely to be uncertain due to infrequent purchase experiences.
Therefore, they usually demand high decision accuracy [31].
Relatively, movie is the representative of low-investment product. As this type
of entertainment products can be easily experienced, users may have more domain
knowledge and hence be more certain of their requirements in advance [151].
Regarding the service-oriented products such as hotel, although the product’s
investment can be medium or high, users usually have more frequent experiences
relative to electronic products [151]. Therefore, in our experiment it would be interesting to identify whether users would in general prefer the diversity-oriented
organization-based interface in all of the three product domains.
In order to minimize behavior differences, all of the three product categories
comprise the top 25 most popular products from commercial websites as recom93

Figure 4.3:

The standard ranked list interface (LIST), where products are sorted

by their exchange rates relative to the top candidate.
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Table 4.1:

Three types of product tested in the user study

Investment Level

Purchase Experience

Type

Mobile Phone

High

Less frequent

Electronics

Hotel

Medium - High

Frequent

Service

Movie

Low

Frequent

Entertainment

mendations displayed on our user interfaces. Specifically, mobile phone recommendations were obtained from ZOL2 , a leading IT portal website in China. As for
hotels, they were from Booking.com3 , which is a well-known travel fare aggregator
and metasearch engine. Regarding movies, they were crawled from Mtime4 , which
is a popular movie portal in China with 170 million unique visitors per month.
The item with the highest rating (in accordance with our task scenario) is hence
the top candidate in both ORG and LIST interfaces. The remaining 24 popular
products in ORG are grouped in four categories through the organization method
described in Section 4.2. The quadrant organization layout is adopted [30], where the
four categories are displayed with two categories laid out in parallel, each including
six recommendations (see Figure 4.2). Actually, compared with the vertical layout,
this interface can arouse users’ attentions to more recommendations [30]. In LIST,
these products are sorted by their exchange rates relative to the top candidate.
From December 2017 to January 2018, a total of 60 users took part in our
study (with 28 females). All of these users are Chinese, with different education
backgrounds (40% with Bachelor degree, 55% with Master degree, and 5% with
PhD) and age ranges (83% in the range of 18-25 years, and 17% in the range of
26-30 years). As the incentive, each user got a gift around 12 RMB.

2

http://mobile.zol.com.cn/
https://www.booking.com/
4
http://movie.mtime.com/
3
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Table 4.2:

Participants’ personality distribution by Shapiro-Wilk test

Big-Five

Basic Statistics

Shapiro-Wilk Test

Personality

Mean (st.d.)

Skewness

Kurtosis

Statistic

df

Sig.

O

3.54 (0.53)

-0.112

0.995

0.982

60

0.516

C

3.37 (0.49)

-0.793

1.690

0.951

60

0.016

E

3.21 (0.55)

0.743

0.425

0.947

60

0.011

A

3.82 (0.50)

-0.287

-0.137

0.979

60

0.405

N

2.78 (0.57)

0.039

-0.470

0.985

60

0.691

4.3.2

Procedure and Measurement

The user study was conducted in a lab, where an administrator supervised each
experiment. Users’ click behaviors were automatically recorded in a log file. At
the beginning, every participant was asked to read an instruction for the upcoming
tasks. S/he was then required to answer some questions about her/his personal
background such as age, gender, education level and personality.
In particular, each user’s personality was assessed via the popularly used 44-item
Big-Five Inventory (BFI) [88], which includes five personality traits Openness to
Experience (O), Conscientiousness (C), Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and
Neuroticism (N) (the detailed description of this instrument can be referred to
Section 3.2.2). Table 4.2 shows the basic statistics of our participants’ personality
distribution. We check the normality of scores on each personality trait using the
Shapiro-Wilk test [60], which shows three personality traits (i.e., O, A, N ) are
normally distributed (Sig. > 0.05).
Next, the participant started evaluating the two recommendation interfaces (LIST
and ORG) in a random order. As we have 3 product domains (i.e., mobile phone,
hotel, and movie) and 2 interfaces, we developed 12 experimental conditions in order
to avoid any carryover effects in the within-subject procedure. A total of 60 participants were randomly assigned to these 12 conditions, resulting in a sample size of
5 subjects for each condition. For example, 5 users in one condition evaluated the
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ORG interface for finding two interesting mobile phones with the scenario “Imagine
you plan to buy a new mobile phone, please use the following interface to select two
mobile phones you are most interested in”, and then the LIST interface for finding
two movies with the scenario “Imagine you plan to watch movies during weekend,
please use the following interface to select two movies you are most interested in”
(similar to Figure 4.3 but with movies as recommended products). We ask the user
to select two products in each interface is for measuring the diversity degree between her/his selections. 5 users in another condition evaluated the LIST interface
for finding two hotels under the task of “Imagine you plan to travel to Xi’an during
the New Year holiday, please use the following interface to select two hotels you are
most interested in”, and then the ORG interface for finding two movies.
For each type of product, the user was required to indicate her/his initial product
knowledge level before s/he starts (e.g., “How much experience do you have with
purchasing mobile phones online: from 1 ‘none’ to 5 ‘a lot’?”). It shows the average
score regarding hotel is the highest (mean=3.45, st.d.=0.86), followed by movie
(mean=3.10, st.d.=1.22), then mobile phone (mean=3.00, st.d.=1.05), verifying our
postulation that users are more experienced with the first two, but less with the
high-investment electronic product.
After using an interface, the participant was asked to fill in a post-task questionnaire to evaluate the interface s/he just used. Specifically, two questions were
asked to measure the user’s diversity perceptions of the interface: one is categorical
diversity (“The items recommended to me are of various kinds”), and the other is
item-to-item diversity (“The items recommended to me are similar to each other”).
We also included other subjective variables such as perceived system quality (e.g.,
novelty, serendipity, explanation, and competence), attitudes (e.g., cognitive effort,
confidence, and satisfaction), and behavioral intentions (e.g., intention to reuse, intention to tell friends, and intention to purchase) for in-depth understanding users’
perceptions of the two types of recommendation interfaces.
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Table 4.3:

Post-task questionnaire for assessing users’ perceptions of the

recommendation interface
Statement (each is responded on a
Subjective variable

5-point Likert Scale from 1 “strongly
disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”)

Q1: Categorical

The items recommended to me are of

diversity

various kinds.

Q2: Item-to-item

The items recommended to me are

diversity

similar to each other. (reversed)

Q3: Novelty
Perceived

The recommendation interface helped
me discover new products.

System
Q4: Serendipity
Quality

The recommendation interface helped me
discover pleasantly surprising products.

Q5: Explanation

The system helped me understand
why the items were recommended to me.
This interface enabled me to

Q6: Competence
compare different products very efficiently.
I easily found the information I was
Q7: Cognitive effort
looking for via the recommendation interface.
Q8: Confidence
Attitudes

I am confident I will like the items
recommended to me.

Q9: Satisfaction

Overall, I am satisfied with the
recommendation interface.

Q10: Intention to reuse

I will use this recommendation interface again.

Q11: Intention to

I will tell my friends about this

Behavioral

tell friends

recommendation interface.

Intentions

Q12: Intention to

I will buy the items recommended,

purchase

given the opportunity.
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Table 4.3 lists all of the questions as assessments of these subjective variables
[122]. Each question was required to respond on a 5-point Likert scale from 1
“strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”.

4.4
4.4.1

Results and Analysis
User Perceptions of Recommendation Interface

The software IBM SPSS Statistics V22.0 was used for data analysis. To identify
whether the differences of users’ perceptions between the two interfaces (ORG and
LIST) are significantly or not, we ran two-way mixed ANOVA [60] on the withinsubjects experiment results for which we take the interface as the within-subjects factor and the product catalog as the between-subjects factor. This statistical method
allows us to not only determine interfaces’ differences, but also the interaction effect
between interface and product type.
It can be seen from Figure 4.4 and Table 4.4 that ORG obtains positively higher
assessment scores than LIST on 8 of the 12 statements shown in Table 4.3, although
the difference is not significant (p > 0.05). To be specific, with respect to users’
perceived diversity in both interfaces, we find that the level of perceived categorical diversity in ORG is higher than that in LIST (Q1: mean=4.02 in ORG, vs.
mean=3.87 in LIST). Similarly, users also perceive higher item-to-item diversity
when using ORG (Q2: mean=3.00 vs. mean=2.87 in LIST). In terms of users’
perceived system quality, it is found that users perceive significantly higher novelty
when using ORG (Q3: mean=3.63 vs. mean=3.55 in LIST). However, their perceptions of serendipity in ORG and LIST are similar (Q4: mean=3.52 vs. mean=3.53).
Regarding the interface’s explanation ability (Q5), users are observed to score higher
on ORG (mean=3.40) than LIST (mean=3.18). As for perceived competence, users
perceive ORG more efficient for them to make product comparison (Q6: mean=3.48
vs. mean=3.42 in LIST).
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(a) Participants’ perceived system quality

(b) Participants’ attitudes and behavioral intentions
Figure 4.4:

User perceptions of ORG and LIST interfaces in the within-subjects

experiment (with mean ratings and 95% confidence intervals).
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Regarding users’ attitudes, the results show that users feel they consume lower
cognitive effort when they use LIST (Q7: mean=3.38 in ORG vs. mean=3.58 in
LIST), which indicates that they can more easily find the information they are
looking for via the standard ranked list interface. As for confidence assessment (Q8:
“I am confident I will like the items recommended to me”), the mean perceptions of
using ORG and LIST are 3.70 and 3.76 respectively. In addition, users are generally
more satisfied with ORG (Q9: mean=3.80 vs. mean=3.62 with LIST).
As for the measure of users’ behavioral intentions, we find that they score higher
on ORG in terms of reusing the interface (Q10: mean=3.78 vs. mean=3.63 in
LIST) and telling friends about it (Q11: mean=3.75 vs. mean=3.68). But for their
intention to purchase, users score higher when using LIST (Q12: mean=4.33 vs.
mean=4.22 in ORG).
Although the results show that there does not exist significant effect of interface
on user perceptions, we observe that there is a significant interaction between the
interface type and the product type in terms of users’ perception of item-to-item
diversity (F=2.994, p < 0.05). To be more specific, users perceive higher diversity between each recommended item when using ORG interface to select movies
(mean=3.20 vs. mean=2.95 in LIST) and book hotels (mean=2.75 vs. mean=2.60
in LIST). In contrast, the average levels of users’ perceived item-to-item diversity
in ORG and LIST when buying mobile phones are almost the same (mean=3.05).
As for confidence, we find the interaction between interface and product type is at
marginal significant level (F=2.157, p < 0.1). In particular, users tend to feel more
confident that they will like the recommended items when using LIST to book hotels
(mean=3.85 vs. Mean=3.3 in ORG) and watch movies (mean=4.15 vs. mean=3.95).
On the other hand, when choosing mobile phones, users are inclined to feel more
confident in ORG (mean=3.85) relative to LIST (mean=3.3).
The experimental results demonstrate that using the diversity-oriented organizationbased interface may increase users’ awareness of item-to-item diversity, especially for
selecting the products that are frequently experienced. But users seem to be more
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Table 4.4:

Comparison between ORG and LIST w.r.t.

user perceptions

Two-way Mixed ANOVA effect
Mean (st.d.)
Subjective variable

Interface

Interface*Product

ORG

LIST

F

P

F

P

Q1: Categorical diversity

4.02 (0.97)

3.87 (1.02)

0.865

0.357

1.198

0.323

Q2: Item-to-item diversity

3.00 (1.13)

2.87 (1.05)

0.932

0.339

2.994

0.019

Q3: Novelty

3.63 (1.06)

3.55 (1.23)

0.175

0.677

1.184

0.329

Q4: Serendipity

3.52 (0.97)

3.53 (0.98)

0.013

0.910

0.167

0.974

Q5: Explanation

3.40 (1.09)

3.18 (0.98)

1.277

0.263

1.188

0.328

Q6: Competence

3.48 (0.95)

3.42 (1.07)

0.285

0.596

0.504

0.772

Q7: Cognitive effort

3.38 (1.03)

3.58 (1.00)

1.227

0.273

0.409

0.840

Q8: Confidence

3.70 (0.95)

3.76 (0.98)

0.152

0.698

2.157

0.072

Q9: Satisfaction

3.80 (0.71)

3.62 (0.99)

2.404

0.127

1.832

0.122

Q10: Intention to reuse

3.78 (0.98)

3.63 (0.88)

0.976

0.328

0.427

0.828

Q11: Intention to tell friends

3.75 (0.84)

3.68 (0.85)

0.261

0.612

1.670

0.158

Q12: Intention to purchase

4.22 (0.78)

4.33 (0.68)

1.105

0.298

0.618

0.687

confidence when using the standard ranked list to select these products, probably
because they are more familiar with LIST. While for mobile phone, which is a highinvestment and less experienced product, the organization-based interface can make
users feel more confident of the items recommended to them.
We also measured users’ product selection behavior, from which we find that
78.3% of participants selected two products from two different categories (each category including 6 products) when using ORG. In contrast, 66.6% of participants
selected two products in LIST with relatively close rank distance (i.e., RDi < 6),
where the rank distance is defined as RDi = |ri,1 − ri,2 | − 1. ri,1 and ri,2 are respectively ranking positions of two products selected by user i (in a range from 1 to 25).
The mean rank distance among all of the participants in LIST is 5.58 (st.d.=4.44).
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4.4.2

The Impact of Personality on Users’ Preference for
Recommendation Interface

The next question came to whether personal factor will affect users’ preference
for recommendation interface. As mentioned before, we particularly considered personality because it is inherently related to a person’s taste and behavior. Besides,
users’ demographic properties were also taken into consideration.
We conducted multinomial logistic regressions for analyzing the impact of personality and other personal factors on users’ perceptions of the recommendation
interfaces, which is a classification method that generalizes logistic regression to
multiclass problems [16].
Specifically, in this case, the multinomial logistic regression model is adopted
to predict the probabilities of three different possible outcomes of a categorically
distributed dependent variable (i.e, “Prefer LIST”, “Prefer ORG”, and “Prefer two
interfaces equally”5 ), given a set of independent variables including users’ five personality traits (i.e., Openness to Experience (O), Conscientiousness (C), Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism (N)) and their demographic properties
(i.e., gender, age, and education).
The results are shown in Table 4.5, where “Prefer LIST” is treated as the reference category. Therefore, we estimate two models: 1) a model for “Prefer ORG”
relative to “Prefer LIST”, and 2) another model for “Prefer two interfaces equally”
relative to “Prefer LIST”.

5

“Prefer LIST” means a user scores higher on LIST relative to ORG in terms of the assessment

such as categorical diversity. Similarly, “Prefer ORG” means the user’s score on ORG is higher
than LIST regarding the specific assessment. In addition, “Prefer two interfaces equally” refers to
the user gives the same score on ORG and LIST w.r.t. the assessment.
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Table 4.5:

Explan- Compet-

‘‘Prefer LIST’’)

Serenation

ence

dipity

Cognitive
effort

dence

Confi-

faction

Satisreuse

tion to

Inten-

friends

to tell

purchase

tion to

Intention Inten-

Multinomial logistic regression of personality and demographic properties on users’ perceptions of the recommendation

Item-to
item
diversity

Novelty

interface (the reference category is:
Catego
-rical
diversity

-ality
A

E

Person C

O

0.218

1.259

-1.436

0.024

0.22

1.252

-1.762

-0.571

-1.287

0.630

0.638

-1.069

-0.345

-0.449

1.242

-1.598

0.718

-0.065

-0.838

-0.602

-0.98

-0.063

-0.352

-0.065

-0.006

-0.403

-0.755

0.615

0.349

-0.503

-1.595

0.533

-0.436

-0.004

0.540

-0.124

-0.074

0.401

-0.887

-0.066

0.084

-1.559

1.258

2.099∗

0.478

-0.550

-1.692∗

-0.679

1.115

0.382

-0.473

-0.647

0.247

-0.460

0.193

0.222

-1.795∗

-0.512

1.582

0.653

-0.564

-0.606

-0.605

0.897

0.076

0.357

0.412

0.909

-0.717

1.059

0.295

Estimated multinomial logistic regression coefficients for category: “Prefer ORG” (*p<0.05, **p<0.01)

traits
N
0.735

Age
0.209

-18.39∗∗
-0.237

0.150

-0.466

0.078

-1.267

-0.070

-0.137

0.406

0.137

17.34∗∗

0.124

-0.538

0.246

-0.311

-0.423

0.359

1.278

-19.39∗∗

0.597

0.544

-1.181

-0.450

Gender

Education

Age

Gender

traits

ality

N

A

E

Person- C

O

-0.512

-0.262

0.196

0.084

1.004

-0.861

0.941

-0.608

-0.834

-0.648

-0.896

-0.255

-0.700

-0.428

0.115

-0.794

-1.228

0.991

-2.38∗

1.898

1.512

1.780∗

-1.101

-0.729

-0.287

-0.452

0.569

-0.912

-0.206

-0.400

-0.210

-0.743

0.892

2.691

1.452

-0.124

-1.549

1.265

2.495∗

1.135

0.389

17.27∗∗

0.668

-1.217

-0.032

-0.227

0.972

0.476

0.355

1.312

-0.855

0.842

0.541

-0.368

0.486

0.186

0.065

-0.003

-1.612

0.803

1.653

1.314

-1.518

-1.429

0.210

-0.806

-0.721

0.403

0.169

-0.382

-0.807

0.987

1.559

-1.444

-0.731

0.127

0.123

-0.167

0.019

1.348

1.191

-1.382

-0.059

0.014

-0.517

0.247

0.242

-0.185

-0.910

-0.415

-0.087

0.969

0.857

-0.822

-0.151

0.092

Estimated multinomial logistic regression coefficients for category: “Prefer two interfaces equally” (*p<0.05, **p<0.01)

Education
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• “Prefer ORG” relative to “Prefer LIST”
According to the estimated multinomial logistic regression coefficients for the
models and the p-values of the coefficients, we observe that the personality traits Openness to Experience and Agreeableness make significant impacts on users’
perception of confidence (p <0.05). To be specific, people who are more reflective/conventional (with lower O) and more trusting/cooperative (with higher A)
are more likely to perceive stronger confidence of the items recommended to them
via ORG interface relative to the LIST interface.
Another observation is that Extroversion significantly influences users’ intention
to reuse in a negative way (p <0.05), which implies those who are more introverted
are more inclined to use the ORG recommendation interface again when comparing
with the LIST interface.
In addition to the Big-Five personality traits, we also find that users’ age has
significant effect on their perception of recommendation interface (p <0.01). Particularly, younger users tend to perceive higher categorical diversity when using the
ORG interface relative to LIST. They are also more likely to reuse the ORG interface. In contrast, age significantly and positively influences users’ perception of
“competence”, implying that older users tend to think that compared with the standard ranked list, the diversity-oriented organization-based interface enables them to
compare different products very efficiently.
• “Prefer two interfaces equally” relative to “Prefer LIST”
It can be seen from the bottom half of Table 4.5 that users’ personality traits
and their demographic properties also make some significant influences on users’
perception of different recommendation interfaces when comparing two categories
“Prefer two interfaces equally” and “Prefer LIST”.
To be specific, compared with those who are introverted, extroverted users (with
higher E ) tend to give equal scores on both ORG and LIST interfaces regarding the
assessment “novelty”. Similarly, males are more likely than females to think that
both the ORG and LIST interfaces can help them discover new products.
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In addition, as for the assessment “explanation” which is used to measure whether
the system can help them understand why the items were recommended to them,
more self-disciplined users (with higher C ) are more inclined to prefer two interfaces
(i.e., ORG and LIST) equally than to prefer LIST more.
Moreover, combining with the findings in the top half of the table, we observe
that older users are likely to score higher on ORG, or at least not lower than LIST
(i.e., prefer two interfaces equally) regarding the assessment “competence”, implying
that ORG interface may be able to make the product comparison more efficient
relative to the LIST interface.

4.5

Discussion

In summary, through a within-subject user study with 60 participants, we not only
compared users’ perceptions of the diversity-oriented organization-based interface
(ORG) with the standard ranked list interface (LIST) covering different types of
product (i.e., mobile phone, hotel, and movie), but also identified the impact of
users’ personal factors such as personality on their preference for recommendation
interface.
First of all, we observe that users prefer ORG to LIST in terms of the majority
of the assessments, which include three main categories: perceived system quality
(e.g., categorical diversity, item-to-item diversity, novelty, explanation, competence),
attitudes (e.g., satisfaction), and behavioral intentions (e.g., intention to reuse, intention to tell friends). In contrast, using LIST interface enables users to save more
cognitive effort. Although the differences between the two interfaces are not significant, the results of our two-way mixed ANOVA test show that user perceptions of
the interface interact with product type in terms of some assessments, such as itemto-item diversity and confidence, indicating that users’ preference for the standard
ranked list and the diversity-oriented organization-based interface will be influenced
by the products which have different investment level and purchase experience. We
hence conclude the following guideline:
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Guideline 1: Organization-based interface will likely promote the diversity
of recommendations and enhance user satisfaction toward the system, while the
standard ranked list may save users’ more effort on looking for the information.
In addition, users are inclined to have different preference for the recommendation
interfaces over different types of products.
We further analyzed whether people with different personality values and demographical properties have different interface preferences. Our results identified some
significant findings. For instance, people with lower Openness to Experience and
higher Agreeableness are more inclined to perceive higher confidence in ORG than
in LIST. In addition, relative to LIST interface, younger users tend to recognize
stronger categorical diversity when using ORG.
Guideline 2: Recommendation interface design could be tailored to users’ personal properties, such as personality, to improve their system perceptions.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter, we mainly studied the impact of personality on user preference for
different recommendation interfaces, as personality has been recognized by psychologists as a personal characteristic that will affect users’ visual aesthetics.
We reported results of a within-subject user study. We compared a diversityoriented organization-based recommendation interface with the standard ranked list
interface covering three product domains with different investment levels and users’ purchase experiences (i.e., mobile phone, hotel, and movie). More notably, we
identify the important role of personality in influencing their preference for recommendation interface. The results can hence be constructive for improving existing
recommendation interface design by considering users’ personality.
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Chapter 5
Implicit Acquisition of User
Personality for Augmenting
Recommender Systems
5.1

Introduction

In our previous two chapters, personality has been proven to be valuable in enhancing personalized recommender systems, especially for personalizing recommendation
diversity (Chapter 3) and improving recommendation interface design (Chapter 4).
However, existing studies have mostly relied on personality quiz to explicitly
acquire users’ personality, which unavoidably demands user efforts. From users’
perspective, they may be unwilling to answer the quiz for the sake of saving efforts or
protecting their privacy. The application of existing personality-based recommender
systems (RS) will thus be limited in real life.
In this chapter, we are motivated to study how to implicitly derive users’ personality from their behavior data. Concretely, we first conduct a preliminary study
in movie domain. We then propose a generalized framework to solve this issue. We
finally discuss our ongoing work in some other complex domains.
Specifically, the main contributions are as follows:
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• We have first identified a set of features that are significantly correlated with
users’ personality traits, through experimental validation. Among them, some
are domain dependent, such as users’ preference for movie genre and movies’
diversity, watching duration, and watching motives. Some are domain independent, like users’ rating behavior and age info.
• We have then integrated all of these features into a regression model to infer
users’ personality. We have concretely tested three different models, Gaussian
Process, Pace Regression, and M5 Rules, and found that Gaussian Process
performs the best in terms of inference accuracy.
• At the last step, we have developed three variations of personality based CF
algorithm, for which the personality is implicitly inferred from user behavior
in real-life movie datasets. Through experiment, we have demonstrated that
the method combining user personality and ratings is most accurate in terms
of both rating prediction and ranking accuracy. The results thus highlight the
practical merit of our method in augmenting online recommendations.

5.2

Implicit Acquisition of User Personality

A widely used personality model is the so called big-five factor model, which defines
user personality as five traits [75]: Openness to Experience (O), Conscientiousness
(C), Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A), and Neuroticism (N) (the detailed description of these five traits can be found in [75]).
In this section, we first describe how we have identified a set of features and
experimentally validated their significant correlations with users’ personality traits.
We then introduce the personality inference model and its accuracy measurement.
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5.2.1

Feature Identification

User Preference for Movie Genre
The psychological researches conducted in movie domain have shown that users’
personality can influence their preference for movie genre. For example, both Cantador et al. [21] and Chausson [26] pointed out that more imaginative and creative
people (with high O 1 ) are more inclined to choose comedy movies, whereas people
with low O (i.e., cautious and consistent people) and high E (i.e., outgoing and
energetic people) tend to choose romance movies. Therefore, in our work, “movie
genre” is taken as an important personality feature.

Users’ Watching Duration
Users’ watching duration is another feature that we have considered, because it
was reported that people with different personality traits may behave differently in
terms of time spent on watching TV programs [107]. For instance, those who are
more sensitive and nervous (with high N ) tend to spend more time in watching.
Considering that movie is similar to TV program in that it is also a type of leisure
media, we think that users’ personality may also influence their movie watching
duration.

Users’ Motives behind Watching Movies
Chamorro-Premuzic et al. [25] indicated that users’ personality traits can affect
their motives when choosing movies. Specifically, the motives include emotional
factors (like hedonism and sensation seeking) and cognitive factors (like boredom
avoidance and information seeking). It was found that those who possess high O
tend to select movies for seeking useful information (i.e., cognitive motives), while
individuals with high A and E are likely to watch movies for fun (i.e., emotional
motives). Thus, in our work, we take “watching motive” as one personality feature.
1

High O means that the user has high score on the personality trait “Openness to Experience”,

which is also applied to the other abbreviations.
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User Preference for Movies’ Diversity
In our previous work [33, 167], we found that users’ personality can affect their
spontaneous needs for the level of diversity within a list of movies that they will
select. For instance, people with high N are more likely to prefer movies with
diverse directors. Moreover, the personality trait C is significantly correlated with
users’ preference for movies’ overall diversity when all attributes are considered.
Formally, a user’s preference for diversity in respect of a specific movie attribute
(e.g., genre, director) can be determined via the intra-list metric:
Div(attrk ) =

X
X
2
(1 − Sim(mi , mj ))
mi ∈Su
mj 6=mi ∈Su
|Su | × |Su − 1|

(5.2.1)

where attrk is the k-th attribute, Su is the set of movies selected by the user,
and Sim(mi , mj ) gives the similarity between two movies in terms of attrk (i.e.,
Sim(mi , mj ) =

|Smi ,attrk ∩Smj ,attrk |
|Smi ,attrk ∪Smj ,attrk |

, where Smi ,attrk contains all values of attrk , such

as all actors, in movie mi ). The user’s preference for movies’ overall diversity is
further measured as:
OverDiv =

Xn
k=1

(wk × Div(attrk ))

(5.2.2)

where wk indicates the attribute’s relative importance to the user (0 <= wk <=
P
1, nk=1 wk = 1) and n is the total number of attributes.

Users’ Rating Behavior
Users’ rating behavior might also be indicative of their personality. As shown by
Golbeck and Norris [65], two personality traits E and C are both positively correlated with users’ ratings on movies. That is, people who are more extrovert, outgoing,
cautious, and self-disciplined tend to give higher ratings than others. Besides, Hu
and Pu [84] found that C is negatively correlated with the number of ratings that
a user gives, which implies that unorganized and impulsive people are likely to rate
more items.
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Users’ Demographic Properties
There are several demographic properties that have been shown related to users’
personality. For instance, Chausson [26] found that females usually score higher on
personality traits N and A than males. As for age, McCrae et al. found that older
people have lower scores on E and O, but higher scores on A and C [104]. Regarding
education, people with high C (i.e., self-disciplined ones) are more likely to obtain
higher education degree [44].
In summary, we have identified six major types of features for implicitly deriving
users’ personality. Some of them, such as users’ rating behavior and demographic
properties, can be applied to other domains except for movie, which we call domainindependent features, and the others are called domain-dependent features.

5.2.2

Validation Experiment

In order to validate whether the above-mentioned features are truly significantly
correlated with users’ personality, we have conducted a validation experiment. The
process is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

User Survey Setup
To do the validation, we first performed a user survey to collect users’ interaction
behavior with movies and personality values. A total of 148 volunteers (77 females)
joined this survey. All of them are Chinese, who are with different education backgrounds (28% with Bachelor, 57% with Master, 7% with PhD, and 8% miscellaneous)
and age ranges (61% in the range of 20-25 years old, 32% in the range of 25-30, 4%
in the range of 30-40, and 3% in the other ranges).
Each user’s personality was assessed via a popularly-used Chinese version of bigfive personality quiz that contains 25 questions [75]. Compared with 44-item BFI
[88], this version costs less time and has been widely used among Chinese samples
[75]. Each personality trait’s score is the sum of scores on its related 5 questions. For
example, one question of assessing Neuroticism is “Do you feel you are always calm
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Figure 5.1:

The sketch of feature identification process.

or eager?” which is rated from 1 “calm” to 5 “eager”. We also asked each user to
freely rate at least 10 movies that s/he has watched by checking movies’ information
in Douban Movie (movie.douban.com), which is a popular movie reviewing website
in China.

Implicit Features
The behavioral features (identified in the previous section) were concretely determined in the following ways. A user’s preference for movie genre was obtained by
asking her/him to choose three most favorite genres and three least favorite ones
(among 15 genres such as action, horror, etc.) in our survey. As for watching duration, we first used the user’s answer to the question “How often do you see a
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movie?” (among the options “one week”, “one month”, “three months”, etc.) to
represent her/his watching frequency, and then calculated the watching duration
by multiplying her/his weekly watching frequency with the movie’s average length
(i.e., 1.5 hours). The user’s main motive behind watching movies was assessed via
the question “At most of times, why do you want to see a movie, for seeking useful information or just for fun?” In parallel, Eq.5.2.1 and Eq.5.2.2 were applied
to measure the user’s preferences for movies’ attribute-specific diversity and overall
diversity, for which only movies that the user gave positive ratings (i.e., above 3 out
of 5) were considered, and attributes’ weights (in Eq.5.2.2) were obtained through
conjoint analysis [71]. Regarding rating behavior, both the average rating and the
total number of ratings that a user gave to movies were taken into account.

Correlation Results
The correlations between users’ personality traits and their behavioral features were
computed via Spearman’s rank coefficient because it can be applied to both ordinal
and numerical variables [170]. Table 5.1 shows the results.
With respect to user preference for movie genre, it is significantly correlated with
all of the five personality traits. For example, people with high O tend to prefer
music and animation movies, whereas those who score low on O prefer documentary
movies. The genre’s preference is also correlated with users’ personality traits C, E,
A, and N.
In terms of watching duration, the personality traits C and A show significantly positive correlations with it, which implies that those who are more organized,
patient, friendly and cooperative are more likely to spend more time in watching
movies. The results do not exactly match the findings of [107], possibly because of
two reasons. On one hand, the participants who joined the user study are different.
As we mainly focus on Chinese users and the related work’s targets are western
users, we could not ignore the impact of cultural differences. On the other hand,
watching TV and watching movies are not completely equal because they have dif114

ferent modes of storytelling, different content and different length, which all lead to
the differences of the findings.
In addition, more self-organized and easy-going people also tend to watch movies
for fun rather than seeking information given the significant correlations between
the two traits C and A and users’ watching motive.
As for rating behavior, people with high C and A are found being more subject
to give higher ratings. Furthermore, O and E are significantly negatively correlated
with users’ preference for movies’ diversity w.r.t. genre, indicating that conventional and introvert persons are more inclined to choose diverse genres. The movies’
diversity w.r.t country is preferred by suspicious and antagonistic users (with low
A).
Finally, among users’ demographic properties, we observe that age is significantly
correlated with O in a negative way, which suggests that young people are more
imaginative and creative than elders.
Thus, it can be seen that most of features are empirically proven with significant
correlations with users’ personality. Particularly, more domain-dependent features,
such as users’ preference for movie genre, their watching duration, and watching
motive, exhibit strong correlations, which suggests that the behavioral features related to a specific domain can be more helpful for inferring users’ personality. For
the next step, we have attempted to combine all of these significant features into a
unified inference model.

5.2.3

Personality Inference Model and Evaluation

Figure 5.2 illustrates how to infer users’ personality, where we incorporated the
identified significant features into an inference model.

Inference Model
We have compared three regression models for inferring users’ personality: Gaussian
Process, Pace Regression, and M5 Rules. Formally, a standard form of regression
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Table 5.1:

Correlations between users’ personality traits and implicit features

(∗ p < 0.05 and

∗∗

p < 0.01)

Openness

Consci-

Extro-

Agree-

Neuroti-

to Exper-

entiou-

version

able-

cism

ience (O)

sness (C)

(E)

ness (A) (N)

O: Music (0.207∗ ), Documentary (-0.167∗∗ ),
Animation (0.183∗ );
C : Animation (-0.201∗ ), Comedy (-0.163∗ ), War (0.192∗∗ ),
Science Fiction (0.176∗ );
User preference for
movie genre

E : Mystery (-0.163∗ ), Crime (-0.18∗ ), Romance (0.136∗∗ );
A: Animation (-0.20∗ ), Science Fiction (0.171∗ ), War (0.192∗ );
N : Romance (0.203∗ ), History (-0.173∗ ), Drama (0.184∗ ),
Adventure (-0.106∗ ), Animation (0.202∗ ),
Documentary (-0.165∗ ).

Watching duration

-0.043

0.176∗

0.147

0.175∗

-0.094

Watching motive

-0.091

0.208∗

0.001

0.181∗

-0.139

Overall div.

0.038

0.033

-0.010

-0.029

-0.051

Genre div.

-0.135∗

0.057

-0.176∗

-0.072

0.050

preference Country div.

0.069

-0.130

0.069

-0.189∗

0.166

for movies’ Release time div.

-0.144

-0.040

-0.104

-0.140

0.085

diversity

Actor/actress div.

-0.003

0.025

0.061

0.001

-0.012

Director div.

-0.037

-0.013

0.050

0.085

-0.053

Rating

Average rating

-0.134

0.175∗

0.082

0.262∗∗

-0.018

behavior

Number of ratings

-0.145

0.219

0.040

0.217

-0.012

Demogra-

Gender

0.068

-0.070

0.110

-0.049

0.075

0.103

0.121

0.082

-0.057

0.157

-0.002

0.109

-0.137

User

phic

Age

-0.201

property

Education level

-0.033

∗
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Figure 5.2:

The sketch of personality prediction process.

model can be represented as y = f (x) + ε, where x denotes an input vector (in
our case, it includes the implicit features like user preference for movie genre, the
user’s watching duration, etc.), y denotes a scalar output (in our case, it gives the
inferred big-five personality scores), and ε is the additive noise. Our purpose is then
to estimate the regression function f (·).
Gaussian Process (GP) [125] defines a probabilistic regression based on Bayesian
theory and statistical learning theory: f (x) ∼ gp(µ(x), k(x, x0 )), where µ(x) stands
for the mean function and k(x, x0 ) is the covariance function. In practice, GP can
handle datasets with small number of samples and/or many input features.
Unlike GP, Pace Regression [159] is a typical form of linear regression analysis.
It is applicable when some of the input features are mutually dependent.
M5 Rules [79] also assumes a linear distribution of the input features, but it is
grounded on the separate-and-conquer strategy to build a decision tree. In comparison to the other models, M5 Rules costs less calculation and can deal with small-scale
datasets or datasets with missing values.
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Evaluation Procedure
We randomly selected 90% of 148 users who participated in our user survey (see
Section 5.2.2) to train each model and tested it on the remaining 10% users. To
avoid any biases, we performed 10-fold cross validation, and measured the accuracy
via metrics Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE) [77] and Pearson correlation [77].
Formally, we define a user’s personality as a 5-dimension vector pu = (p1u , p2u , ..., p5u )T ,
where each dimension pk represents one personality trait among O, C, E, A, and N.

Evaluation Results
The results are shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3.
It can be seen that the RMSE values that are returned by the three regression
models in respect of each personality trait are all within 10% of its real score.
Moreover, Gaussian Process obtains a relatively smaller margin of error than Pace
Regression and M5 Rules.
In terms of Pearson correlation, Gaussian Process produces results with higher
correlations than Pace Regression and M5 Rules, regarding all of the personality
traits. Particularly, the correlations by Gaussian Process are significant regarding
personality traits C (p < 0.01), A (p < 0.05), and N (p < 0.05).
We further run a pairwise t-Test to identify the significance level of differences
between these models. It shows that Gaussian Process significantly outperforms
M5 Rules in terms of both RMSE and Pearson correlation (p < 0.05) in respect
of all of the personality traits, and is significantly better than Pace Regression in
terms of Pearson correlation (p < 0.05). Pace Regression is significantly better than
M5 Rules in terms of RMSE (p < 0.05). As for the reason why Gaussian Process
performs the best, we think it is because the non-linear relationship between input
and output as defined in this model may better fit the characteristic of our data.
It also avoids bringing the noise of input to output by performing a probabilistic
function.
The above results hence demonstrate that a user’s personality traits can be
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Table 5.2:

RMSE and Pearson correlation results of testing three inference

models (note :

the number in superscript indicates that the model significantly

(p<0.05) outperforms the referred one in terms of the corresponding metric).

1

Personality trait

Gaussian

Process

2

Pace

Re-

3

M5 Rules

gression

RMSE
Openness to Experience (O)

0.03543

0.03573

0.0369

Conscientiousness (C)

0.03503

0.03823

0.0380

Extraversion (E)

0.03753

0.03783

0.0410

Agreeableness (A)

0.04843

0.04943

0.0504

Neuroticism (N)

0.05683

0.05843

0.0605

Pearson correlation coefficient (∗ p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.01)
Openness to Experience (O)

0.14242,3

0.0458

0.0537

Conscientiousness (C)

0.3319∗∗,2,3

0.0600

0.1942∗

Extraversion (E)

0.10852,3

0.0839

0.0871

Agreeableness (A)

0.2177∗,2,3

0.1204

0.1704∗

Neuroticism (N)

0.2634∗,2,3

0.0553

0.1375

Note: Here, we normalized each personality value into [0-1] scale via the logarithmic
form of normalization: X =

log10 X
log10 max ,

where X is the original score of each

personality trait, and max gives the maximum value among all of the samples.
Moreover, the standard deviations of the five personality traits at the normalized
0-1 scale are respectively: O(0.035), C (0.038), E (0.037), A(0.048), N (0.058).

inferred by unifying some implicit features. Given that Gaussian Process shows the
best accuracy among the three compared models, we adopt it for the next step of
recommendation generation.
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(a) RMSE

(b) Pearson correlation coefficient
Figure 5.3:

Comparison of three inference models.
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5.3

Recommendation Based on Implicit Personality

The next question we are interested in solving is: how to employ the implicitly
acquired personality for improving the real-life movie recommendation? In the following, we present our algorithm development and evaluation results.

5.3.1

Algorithm Development

We first apply Gaussian Process to derive users’ personality from their interaction
behavior with movies (i.e., implicit features). The inferred personality is then incorporated into the collaborative filtering (CF) process. Concretely, we develop three
variations of the personality-based recommending method: pure personality-based
CF, and two hybrid CF methods that integrate personality with ratings (refer to
Figure 5.4).

Personality-based CF.
Similar to the approach proposed in [82], we can use personality to calculate useruser similarity. Specifically, we adopt the 5-dimension vector pu = (p1u , p2u , ..., p5u )T
(derived from the previous step; see Section 5.2.2) to define a user’s personality, and
then compute the personality-based similarity between two users u and v via Cosine
measure:
P5

k
k=1 (pu

Simp(u, v) = qP
5

× pk )
qP v
5
k2

k=1 pu

(5.3.3)

k2
k=1 pv

The rating predicted to an unknown item i for the target user u is then calculated
as:
P reScorepersonality (itemi ) = ru + k

X
v∈Ωu

Simp(u, v) × (rv,i − rv )

(5.3.4)

where rv,i is user v’s rating for item i, ru and rv are respectively user u’s and v’s
average ratings, k is equal to

P

v∈Ωu

1
,
|Simp(u,v)|
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and Ωu is the set of u’s neighbors who

Figure 5.4:

The recommendation process with three variations.

rated item i (note that the similarity threshold is set as 0.7 in our experiment). We
call this method PB.
Hybrid CF.
We further implement two hybrid CF methods. One is called RP BLscore , where
users’ implicit personality scores and ratings are combined into the CF framework
in a linear weighted way:
P reScorehybrid (itemi ) = α×P reScorerating (itemi )+(1−α)×P reScorepersonality (itemi )
(5.3.5)
where P reScorerating (itemi ) = ru + k

P

v∈Ωu

Simr(u, v) × (rv,i − rv ), which returns

the predicted rating based on the traditional rating-based similarity measure (i.e.,
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Simr(u, v) = √P

P

i∈I (ru,i ×rv,i )
P
2
2
i∈I ru,i
i∈I rv,i

√

), P reScorepersonality (itemi ) is the personality-based

rating prediction (Eq.5.3.4), and α is a weighting parameter used to control the relative contributions of the two types of prediction (that is tuned through experimental
trials).
An alternative hybrid method is called RP BLsimilarity [82], which emphasizes
combining personality scores and ratings for computing user-user similarity:
Simpr(u, v) = β × Simr(u, v) + (1 − β) × Simp(u, v)

(5.3.6)

where β manipulates the weights of the two kinds of similarity measure, i.e., Simr(u, v)
and Simp(u, v). Simpr(u, v) is then used to predict an unknown item i’s rating for
the target user u (by replacing Simp(u, v) in Eq.5.3.4).

5.3.2

Experiment Setup

In the experiment, we compared the three personality-based approaches, i.e., pure
personality-based CF (P B) and two hybrid CF methods (RP BLscore and RP BLsimilarity ),
with the standard rating-based CF [82] (shortened as RB) on two real-life movie
datasets: HetRec and Yahoo! Movie.
Both datasets contain users’ movie ratings, and movies’ descriptive information
such as their genres, actors, directors, and so on. Yahoo! Movie dataset’s rating
sparsity level2 is relatively higher (98.8% vs. 95.5% in HetRec dataset). Table 5.3
lists the detailed information of these two datasets. We performed 10-fold crossvalidation to measure each method’s performance. Concretely, we split the ratings
provided by each user into two parts, 80% used for inferring the user’s personality,
and 20% for testing the recommendation result.
The implicit features used for constructing the personality inference model (see
Section 5.2.2) are identified through the following ways. To obtain user preference
for movie genre, we used the proportion of each genre that appears in movies that
a user gave positive ratings (i.e., above 3 out of 5), to represent her/his preference
2

The rating sparsity level is calculated via Levelsparsity = 1 −
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|nonzeroentries |
|totalentries |

[131].

Table 5.3:

Description of datasets
HetRec

Yahoo!Movie

Number of users

1,872

800

Number of items

10,095

9,128

Number of ratings

848,169

90,832

Rating sparsity level

95.50%

98.80%

Average number of ratings per user

453

113.54

for that genre. As for watching duration, we multiplied the average number of
movies that the user has rated per week with the movie’s average length. The user’s
preferences for movies’ diversity in respect of genre and country were calculated via
Eq.5.2.1. We also calculated each user’s average rating. As for their age information,
it is provided in HetRec dataset, but not in Yahoo! Movie. The feature “watching
motive” was not considered in this experiment because it is not available in both
datasets. We then adopted Gaussian Process (see Section 5.2.3) to unify these
features for inferring each user’s big-five personality traits.
The recommendation accuracy was measured in terms of both rating prediction
and ranking performance: 1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean-Squared
Error (RMSE) [77] for determining the tested method’s rating prediction accuracyand 2) Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) [169] used for determining the method’s top-N ranking accuracy (N
= 10 in our experiment). More details of these four metrics are referred to [77, 169].

5.3.3

Results

The optimal values of parameters involved in these algorithms, including the neighborhood size k for each method, α in Eq.5.3.5, and β in Eq.5.3.6, were identified
through experimental trials. Each method’s performance (with its optimal parameter value(s)) and the pairwise t-Test statistical analysis results was shown in Table
5.4 and Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
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Table 5.4:

Overall comparison results (note :

the number in superscript

indicates that the method significantly (p<0.05) outperforms the referred one in
terms of the corresponding metric; and the value inside the parenthesis indicates
the improvement percentage against the baseline RB approach).

HetRec
4
1

RB

(k = 200)

2

3

PB

(k = 300)

RP BLscore

RP BLsimilarity

(k = 300,

(α = 0.3)
β = 0.8 ∗

MAE

RMSE
nDCG-5

0.6969

0.9382

0.8421

(top-10)
MAP

0.5348

(top-10)

0.6835

0.66431,2

0.67381,2

(1.92%)

(4.67%)

(3.32%)

0.9362

0.89191,2

0.90381,2

(0.21%)

(4.93%)

(3.66%)

0.8475

0.86891,2

0.85931

(0.06%)

(3.18%)

(2.05%)

0.5509

0.56391

0.55781

(3.02%)

(5.44%)

(4.29%)

|Iu ∩Iv |
|Iu ∩Iv |+0.5 )

Yahoo! Moive
4
1

RB

(k = 150)

2

3

PB

(k = 200)

RP BLscore

RP BLsimilarity

(k = 200,

(α = 0.3)
β = 0.8 ∗

MAE

RMSE
nDCG-5

1.0308

1.5620

0.8178

(top-10)
MAP
(top-10)

0.7028

1.00891

0.99121,2

0.97521,2

(2.13%)

(3.84%)

(5.39%)

1.5515

1.47671,2

1.46461,2

(0.67%)

(5.46%)

(6.23%)

0.8419

0.86831

0.86061

((2.94%)

(5.22%)

(5.22%)

0.7110

0.74361,2

0.73421

(1.17%)

(5.81%)

(4.45%)
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|Iu ∩Iv |
|Iu ∩Iv |+0.5 )

(a) MAE

(b) RMSE
Figure 5.5:

Results of rating prediction.
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(a) MAP

(b) nDCG
Figure 5.6:

Results of ranking accuracy.
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It can be seen that the two hybrid CF methods, RP BLscore and RP BLsimilarity ,
both significantly outperform the pure personality-based approach (PB) and the
standard rating-based method (RB), in terms of rating prediction (i.e., MAE and
RMSE ) in the two datasets. They also achieve significantly higher ranking accuracy
(nDCG-5 and MAP ) than RB.
The comparison between RP BLscore and RP BLsimilarity shows that, although
they are not significantly different, RP BLscore is slightly better as for most measures.
The optimal value of weighting parameter α in RP BLscore (Eq.5.3.5) is always 0.3,
suggesting that the personality-based prediction takes more contribution to the final
prediction result than the rating based prediction. In comparison, as RP BLsimilarity
emphasizes enhancing user-user similarity by integrating personality with ratings, it
is shown that the personality is more helpful for accomplishing its rating prediction
task in sparser rating situation (because of the relatively better MAE and RMSE
scores in Yahoo! Movie dataset).
Hence, through this experiment, we demonstrate that the personality scores as
derived from implicit features can take positive effect on augmenting real-life movie
recommendations. In particular, combining them with users’ ratings can boost both
rating prediction and ranking accuracy to a higher level, relative to the method that
considers the implicit personality or users’ ratings alone.

5.4

Discussion

This chapter mainly focused on solving two research questions. One is how to
accurately derive users’ personality from their behavior data, and another is how
to utilize the implicitly acquired personality to improve the existing recommender
systems.
Although there are some endeavors for this topic, their personality prediction
approaches are domain-dependent, and few of them have incorporated the inferred
personality in the process of recommendation generation. In our study, we can
outline a generalized framework to address these questions. To be specific, the
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Figure 5.7:

A generalized framework to infer user personality and improve

recommendations

framework mainly includes three steps (see Figure 5.7):
Step 1: Feature identification. In the first step, with the aim of identifying
some features that might be able to predict users’ personality, we first consider
a set of potential features based on corresponding literature survey and further
experimentally validate their significant relationship with users’ personality traits.
Step 2: Personality prediction. In the second step, we combine all of the
significant features which have been identified in Step 1 into an inference model so
as to obtain users’ inferred personality values.
Step 3: Personality-based recommendations. In the final step, we develop
novel personality-based recommender systems where the personality traits have been
derived from Step 2.
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The main limitation of our study is that, as there are not users’ explicit personality values in the two real-life movie datasets (HetRec and Yahoo! Movie), it is
infeasible to validate our personality inference model with them. We hence plan to
investigate other datasets as well as trying to increase the diversity and scale of our
user survey’s population, so as to further consolidate the recommender approach’s
practical value.
Recently, we have started working on applying our framework into a more complex domain which not only includes user-item interaction similar to that occurred
in movie domain, but also user-user interaction [165].
The dataset we choose is the Douban interest group3 mentioned in Chapter 3,
which is a popular Chinese online community for millions of users to discuss all
aspects of life (e.g., movie, travel, culture, life, technology, etc.). It consists of
different types of groups, each group including various topics. In this community,
users can not only create their own groups and/or topics, but also communicate with
others in any form of communication. For instance, they are allowed to join their
interested group, leave comments on the topic or the specific user, like the topic,
recommend the topic/group, and follow the members. So far, we have collected
data from around 2,000 users of some interest groups such as “cat-lover club”, which
include both actual behavior carried out in the community and their explicit BigFive personality acquired from questionnaire.
In order to identify some features for personality inference, we have measured the
correlation between personality and users’ activities, and observed some interesting
findings. For instance, people who possess high Openness to Experience tend to
create more topics, while individuals with high Neuroticism are likely to follow their
group members.

3

https://www.douban.com/group/explore
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In addition to these activity features, we are currently studying the effect of personality on users’ qualitative linguistic characteristics and semantic content embedded in textual comments. Table 5.5 lists the coding of content’s linguistic processes,
psychological presence and task engagement level.
To be specific, the linguistic processes mainly reflect the users’ writing styles
through measurements of their sentence length, the number of times they use personal pronouns, their punctuation, and some special words.
Psychological presence evaluates whether the users’ online communication can
foster collaborative and meaningful learning [116], which is defined in two categories:
social presence (the degree of awareness of others in an interaction) and cognitive
presence (the extent of both reflection and discourse in the construction of meaningful outputs). If a word (in a message) belongs to the “social process” (the process
of producing social interactions) or “affective process” (the process of expressing
affective states), it is taken as an indicator of social presence [116]. Otherwise, if
the word is coded as “cognitive process” (the process of thinking or remembering
something), it is classified as cognitive presence [116]. To code these two kinds of
features, we adopted a popularly used text analysis tool, Chinese Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (CLIWC) dictionary [117] (see the coding in Table 5.5).
As for task engagement, it measures whether the posted messages are related to
the content of discussed topic [36]. Each sentence’s task engagement level was manually determined by counting the occurrences of topic-related word/phrase. If the
sentence contains a word/phrase like “love cat”, it is classified as “fully-engaged”. If
it contains a word/phrase such as “technical support”, it is classified as “somewhatengaged”. Otherwise, if the sentence contains word/phrase that is not relevant to
the learning task (such as “hello” or “wow”), it is classified as “disengaged”. The
definitions of each engagement level are also given in Table 5.5.
In addition, some topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [14]
would be used to extract the content of the topics.
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Table 5.5:

Coding of content’s linguistic processes, psychological presence and

task engagement level (the process for linguistic processes and psychological
presence is referred to [117]).
Linguistic processes
Coding
Sentence

Number of words per sentence

length
Occurrence of personal pronouns words in CLIWC# sub-categories: 1st pers singular
Personal
pronouns

(e.g., “i”), 1st pers plural (e.g., “we”), 2nd pers singular (e.g., “you”), 2nd pers plural
(e.g., “youpl”), 3rd pers singular (e.g., “she”), and 3rd pers plural (e.g., “they”).

Punctua-

Occurrence of punctuation marks in CLIWC sub-categories: periods, commas, colons,

tion

semicolons, question marks, exclamation marks, dashes, quotation marks, apostrophes,

marks

parentheses, other punctuation, and all punctuation.
Occurrence of specific words in CLIWC sub-categories: conjunctions (e.g., “and”),

Special
words

negations (e.g., “not”), quantifiers (e.g., “few”), numbers (e.g., “second”), assent
(e.g., “ok”), non-fluency (e.g., “umm”), fillers (e.g., “youknow”), and
six-characters word (e.g., words containing more than six Chinese characters).

Psychological presence
Occurrence of social process words in the CLIWC sub-categories: social (e.g., “talk”),
Social
presence

friend (e.g., “buddy”), family (e.g., “daughter”), and human (e.g., “adult”).
Occurrence of affective process words in the CLIWC sub-categories: affect
(e.g., “happy”), positive emotion (e.g., “nice”), negative emotion (e.g., “hurt”), anger
(e.g., “hate”), anxiety (e.g., “worried”), and sadness (e.g., “sad”).
Occurrence of cognitive process words in the CLIWC sub-categories: insight

Cognitive

(e.g., “think”), causation (e.g., “because”), discrepancy (e.g., “should”), tentative

presence

(e.g., “perhaps”), certainty (e.g., “always”), inhibition (e.g., “constrain”),
and inclusive (e.g., “include”).

Task engagement
Fully-

Occurrence of words/phrases that are closely related to the discussion topic

engaged

(e.g., “love cat”).

Somewhat- Occurrence of words/phrases that are somewhat related to the discussion topic
engaged

(e.g., “technical support”).
Occurrence of words/phrases that are unrelated to the discussion topic

Disengaged
(e.g., greeting words like “hello”, modal particle words like “wow”).
#

The term CLIWC is short for the “Chinese Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count” dictionary.
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Table 5.6:

Summary of implicit features for inferring user personality in movie

domain
Domain dependent features
Users’ preference for movie genre
Users’ preference for movies’ diversity
Users’ watching duration
Users’ motive behind watching movies
Domain independent features
Users’ rating behavior
Users’ demographic properties
Note: Most of the features (except demographic properties) reflect
the interaction between user and items (i.e., movies).

Furthermore, Table 5.7 lists our considered features for inferring user personality
in Douban interest group, which not only include domain dependent features such
as users’ preference for topic/or group, users’ preference for diversity, users’ activity
and users’ willingness to share, but also the domain independent features such as
users’ demographic properties. Similar to our work in movie domain (see Table
5.6), among these features, some of them can reflect user-item interaction such
as users’ preference for the topic and/or group, and their preference for diversity.
Additionally, more features that can show the interaction between users are included,
such as reply to specific user and following group members.
In respect of personality prediction approach, besides the Gaussian Process, Pace
Regression, and M5 Rules we tested in this chapter, we consider investigating more
machine learning models such as Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(LASSO), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Radial Basis Function Network
(RBF), which may better address the over-fitting problem when more features are
included.
Specifically, LASSO [149] is a shrinkage and selection method for linear regresPN
1
T
2
sion to solve the following optimization puzzle: minβ0 ,β ( 2N
i=1 (yi − β0 − xi β) +
P
λ pj=1 |βj |), where N is the number of observations, yi is the response at obser133

Table 5.7:

Summary of implicit features for inferring user personality in Douban

interest group
Domain dependent features
Users’ preference for topic and/or group :
type, content, hotrank, creator’s popularity, etc.
Users’ preference for diversity :
topic-level and group-level
Users’ activity :
number of creating group, joining group, creating topic,
commenting on topic (replying to all/specific user),
liking topic, and following group members
User’ willingness to share :
numbers of recommending group and topic
Domain independent features
Users’ demographic properties :
age, gender, education level, etc.
Note: Some of the features (e.g., users’preference for topic and/or
group, and their preference for diversity) reflect the interaction
between user and items, whereas some others (e.g., users’ activities
like replying to specific user and following group members) reflect
the interaction between users.

vation i, and xi is a vector of p values at observation i. The parameters β0 and β
are the scalar and p-vector LASSO coefficients respectively. λ is the nonnegative
weight given to the regularization term (the L1 norm). As for the regularization
in LASSO, it is a powerful mathematical tool for reducing over-fitting, as it adds
a penalty term to the objective function and controls the model complexity using
that penalty term.
As for the Support Vector Regression algorithm [142], the main idea is to minimize error and individualize the hyperplane which maximizes the margin. It maps
the data into a high dimensional feature space via a nonlinear mapping and transforms the optimization problem into dual convex quadratic programs, which can get
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global optimum solution more efficiently.
Radial Basis Function Network [35] is an artificial neural network having advantages of easy design, good generalization, and strong tolerance to input noise.
It mainly uses radial basis functions as activation functions and the output of the
network is a linear combination of radial basis functions of the inputs and neuron
parameters.
We may also refer to other personality detection methods from different modalities and evaluate our regression results in comparison with the average predictor.
Regarding the recommendation part, besides the three personality-based CF
approaches mentioned in this chapter, we plan to recommend the groups which
own similar “personality” with the target user, as individuals are easily attracted
by those who with similar personality when forming a group [62]. Specifically, the
group “personality” will be derived from the behavior of all the group members.
An intelligent interface (see Figure 5.8) will follow to visualize the inferred personality of both target user and recommended groups, which may assist the user to
make decision and improve the recommendation explanation.
In addition, we will develop content-based method based on the correlation between users’ personality and their preference for the textual content (e.g., the core
issue of a group), which may alleviate the new-item problem in recommender systems. To be specific, the new-created topics that are similar to the core issue of
a group could be located by similarity calculation or clustering methods and then
recommended to the users based on their personality values.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we presented a generalized approach to deriving users’ personality implicitly from their behavior, and furthermore used the derived personality to
augment online recommendations.
We conducted a preliminary experiment in movie domain. Specifically, we first
validated the significant correlations between multiple features and users’ personality
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Figure 5.8:

Personality visualization interface

traits through user survey. We then compared three regression models in terms
of their ability of unifying these significant features into automatically inferring a
user’s personality, among which Gaussian Process shows better performance than
Pace Regression and M5 Rules.
We further implemented three variations of CF method which are all based on
the implicitly acquired personality: one is purely based on the inferred personality to enhance user-user similarity in CF process, and the other two combine the
personality with users’ ratings in either generating the final item prediction score
(RP BLscore ) or computing user-user similarity (RP BLsimilarity ). The experimental
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results indicate that the algorithms incorporated with both implicit personality and
ratings significantly outperform not only the non-personality approach but also the
pure personality-based approach, in terms of both rating prediction and ranking
accuracy.
We finally discussed our ongoing work to apply the research framework in a more
complex domain which includes both user-item interaction similar to that occurred
in movie domain and user-user interaction.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we described our approaches to confronting with current research
challenges in personality-based recommender systems. On one hand, we focused
on incorporating personality into recommender systems when multiple recommendations are returned to the user at the same time. We proposed a generalized,
dynamic personality-based greedy re-ranking approach to generating the recommendation list, which can personalize the recommendation diversity being tailored
to individual users’ diversity needs. We also compared different types of interface to
display recommended items and identified the important role of users’ personality
in influencing their preference for these recommendation interfaces. On the other
hand, we derived users’ personality from their implicit behavior and hence enabling
the generation of recommendations without involving users’ efforts.

6.1

Contributions

The first contribution of this thesis is that we tackled the problem of how to achieve
personalized diversity tailored to individual users’ intrinsic needs. Specifically, we
first conducted a large-scale user survey to validate the relationship between users’
personality traits and their preference for diversity in a broader domain that covers
different types of items (such as Douban Interest group that contains user preference
data for various groups). We found that some personality traits can significantly
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influence users’ preference for diversity and group type. Inspired by the survey’s
findings, we further developed a personality-based greedy re-ranking approach with
the goal of achieving personalized recommendation diversity, where personality is
used to estimate users’ diversity preference as well as to enhance user-user similarity
measure in collaborative filtering. The items that obtain the best balance between
accuracy and personalized diversity are selected into the recommendation list. In
the experiment, we compared our method with other approaches including the nondiversity-oriented methods, diversity-oriented methods, and personalized diversityoriented methods. Our experimental results demonstrate that our approach can
significantly outperform related methods in terms of both accuracy and diversity
metrics, especially in the cold-start setting.
The second contribution of this thesis is that we empirically studied whether
and how personality will influence users’ perceptions of and preference for different recommendation interfaces, which can be constructive for improving existing
recommendation interface design by considering users’ personality. Specifically, we
conducted a within-subject user study to compare two types of recommendation
interfaces (i.e., the diversity-oriented organization-based interface (ORG) and the
standard ranked list interface (LIST)). We particularly measured users’ perceptions
of both interfaces covering three product domains with different investment levels
and users’ purchase experiences (i.e., mobile phone, hotel, and movie), and found
the users’ preferences for different recommendation interfaces are influenced by different product types. We further identified the important role of users’ personality
and demographic properties in influencing their preference for recommendation interfaces. We finally derived two design guidelines from the experimental results,
which should be helpful for developing more personalized recommendation interface
according to users’ personality.
The third contribution of this thesis is that we proposed a generalized approach
to deriving users’ personality from their implicit behavior and further improving the
existing recommender systems. We conducted a preliminary experiment in movie
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domain. The first step is to identify the features that may be significantly correlated
to users’ personality. Our results show that domain-dependent features exhibit
stronger correlations, which suggests that the behavioral features related to a specific
domain can be more helpful for inferring users’ personality. The second step is to
combine all the significant features into a unified inference model and found a user’s
personality traits can be inferred by unifying some implicit features via Gaussian
Process. The last step is to incorporate the inferred personality into the collaborative
filtering (CF) process. Three variations of the personality-based recommending
method were developed: pure personality-based CF, and two hybrid CF methods
that combine personality with ratings. Through our experiment, we demonstrated
that the personality scores as derived from implicit features can take positive effect
on augmenting real-life movie recommendations. In particular, the hybrid methods
can boost both rating prediction and ranking accuracy to a higher level, relative to
the method that considers the implicit personality or users rating alone. This part
should hence indicate an effective solution to boost the applicability of personalitybased recommender systems in the online environment.

6.2

Future Work

As for future work, on one hand, we will conduct user evaluations to empirically
validate the practical benefits of our proposed personality-based diversity-adjusting
approach to online users. We will also recruit users to evaluate whether a personalized recommendation interface design that takes into account users’ personal factors
such as personality could be practically more effective. If the evaluation results with
the real users are different from our findings due to the unpredictability of human
beings, we may perform more qualitative evaluation such as interviews to explore
the deeper reasons.
On the other hand, we will try to improve the performance of our proposed
personality-based approaches. Currently, in designing our approach for both personalized diversity and recommendation accuracy, we mainly used the neighborhood140

based collaborative filtering due to their simple interpretation. However, this kind
of method may be sensitive to sparse data. Moreover, the user-user similarity computation becomes the performance bottleneck, which may make the whole process
unsuitable for real-time. In the future, we may compare the performance of memorybased and model-based collaborative filtering methods that are all incorporated
with personality, in terms of both predictive ability and run-time complexity, where
model-based methods mainly model user-item interactions as factors representing
latent characteristics of the users and items in the system and then predict ratings
of users for new items with the latent factors. We may also try to apply deep learning techniques into personality-based recommender systems, because deep learning
can provide a better understanding of user’s demands, item’s characteristics and
historical interactions between them.
In addition, several interesting directions are worth investigation.
Firstly, for improving our proposed personalized diversity-adjusting algorithm,
we may consider incorporating more features in addition to personality, such as
users’ emotion, demographic properties, domain knowledge, and context information. Personality traits normally remain relatively stable throughout life, whereas
emotion is a reaction to an object or action, and may change over time [6]. The
effect of emotion on users’ item preference has been identified in music [99] and
image domains [152], and emotion could potentially be detected by assessing facial expressions to evaluate users’ satisfaction with serendipitous recommendations.
However, little has been done to consider how emotion and personality act together
to influence users’ diversity needs. Interesting research could be done in this area in
future. Another factor that may affect users’ needs for diversity is their demographic
properties. In our previous work [33], it shows that users’ diversity preference is not
only affected by their personality but also by demographic properties such as age,
gender, and education level. For example, people who are younger or who have a
lower education level are more likely to prefer diverse movies. In addition, users’
needs for diversity might be regarded as a consequence of domain knowledge and
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context information. It should be conceivable to image that sometimes one wants
more diversity and sometimes less, depending on the situation. An example would
be travel or product search. When a user knows a domain, s/he may want very
particular hotels or products, with very little need for diversity. But when the user
encounters a new product domain (e.g., traveling to new places or buying items that
s/he never bought before), s/he may think about more diversity. We are hence interested in conducting more experiments to validate the interaction among personality,
emotion, demographic factors, domain knowledge, and context information in terms
of their influence on users’ preference for recommendation diversity, and expect that
the results would enable us to improve our diversity-adjusting algorithm. Moreover,
for solving the potential filter bubble phenomenon, one of the reasonable solutions
might be using epsilon-greedy strategy [12]. That is, we may generate recommendations according to our personality-based greedy re-ranking approach with 1-epsilon
probability (i.e., exploitation) and add random items with epsilon probability (i.e.,
exploration). The exploration part is used to step outside the bubble, and to capture users’ potential preference shift. In this way, even if the user has low diversity
preference, s/he may still have chance to approach some diverse recommendations.

Secondly, for the personalized recommendation interface design, we would like to
compare our tested organization-based interface with more diverse-oriented recommendation interfaces such as SCATER [155] (a dual visual interface includes both a
ranked list and a two-dimensional scatter plot), Diversity Donut [163] (an interface
allows participants to point out the level of diversity), and Amazon Stream [147]
(a visual discovery stream interface which enables users to explore diverse and relevant products). Moreover, as our existing study mainly focuses on users’ subjective
perception of and preference for different recommendation interfaces, we plan to
analyze more users’ objective behavior in using the interface. For instance, we may
analyze users’ eye-movements, where the technology of eye-tracking has been popularly used in various interaction designs [86]. Specifically, in recommender systems,
it has mainly been adopted for three purposes. The first purpose is to evaluate
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the usability of the recommendation interface (e.g., measuring the effect of interface layout design on users visual searching pattern [29]). The second purpose is
to elicit users’ implicit relevance feedback on recommendations, i.e., “positive” or
“negative” (or called “like” or “dislike”) [64]. The third purpose is to infer users’
critiquing criteria for product attributes (i.e., critiquing feedback) [32]. It would be
interesting to identify whether users’ personal factors such as personality will have
impact on their eye-tracking behavior.
Thirdly, regarding the study of implicit acquisition of user personality for augmenting recommender systems, on one hand, we will continue our on-going work
to apply our research framework on some more complex domains including both
user-item interaction and user-user interaction. The implicitly acquired personality
could also be incorporated into more advanced framework besides the collaborative
filtering, such as matrix factorization or different deep learning models. On the
other hand, considering that recommender systems may suffer cold-start problem
in single domain, we intend to incorporate the implicitly acquired personality into
the generation of recommendation in cross-domain scenario. For instance, we may
predict users’ personality from their behavior data in Douban interest group, and
then provide movie recommendations based on the observations of correlation between personality and users’ preference for movie genre. We can also generalize the
approach to any kind of practical domains, like e-commerce, social networking and
online education.
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Appendix A
Consent Forms

Figure A.1:

Consent form of user study 1
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Figure A.2:

Consent form of user study 2
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Figure A.3:

Consent form of user study 3
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